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+ 1/3 of any dose delivered at a rate greater than 20 rads per day. *

!

Eince dose rates in excess of 20 rada per day could only be experienced within a mile !
tr so of the reactor in the event of the largest release and the exposed people would .

receive lethal doses to the bone marrow, the last-named dose contribution is negli- | j
gible. As stated previously for other organs, the calculated dose from ground con-
tamination is truncated af ter 4, 24, or 168 hours, depending on distance from the i
reactor.

9.2.3.8 Calculation of Early Morbidities

The study defines early morbidities as those requiring medical attention and possibly
hospital treatment. Respiratory impairment and hypothyroidism clearly fall into this
category, but prodromal vomiting, lasting only r. short time and having no lasting effect
on the individual, would be excluded under this definition. The number of early morbidi-
ties sta*.ed in section 13 are based on only the cases of raspiratory impairment. A
small segment, (e.g., 54) of the population might have a more serious reaction to prodro-
mal vomiting. The number of such cases would be about 25% of the respiratory impairments
and thus are included within the stated uncertainties. '

other morbidities are either less serious by numbers or effect (e.g., radiation
thyroiditis, cataracts, or temporary sterility) or are very approximate estimates by
virtue of the limited data. The approximate numbers of these morbidities are stated
in the preceding secticas.

/ 9.3 LATE SOMATIC EFFECTS
\ )

'' 9.3.1 INTHXIETICN

As stated in section 9.1, late somatic effects would be limited to latent cancer
fatalities and morbidities plus benign thyroid nodules. These are random phenomena
whose probability of occurrence for an individual is some function of the dose received;
there is no direct relationship between being irradiated and incurring cancer 25 years
13 tor. For this reason, late somatic effects are calculated on the basis of population
dose (cases per million man-rem). Since no clinical distinction can be made between a
crncer that was induced by radiation and one that occurs spontaneously, the late somatic
cffects stemming from a major release of radioactive material would manifest themselves
c3 an increase in the normal incidence of cancer for the exposed population.

The basic model for latent cancer is sketched in Fig. VI 9-10. Following the irradiation
cf a large number of people, there is a latent period during which no increase in cancer
incidence is detectable.' After this period, the radiation-induced cancers appear at an
Cpproximately uniform rate for a period of years, which is termed the plateau. The
model depicted in Fig. VI 9-10 is clearly idealized. In reality, neither the latent
nor plateau periods would be so clearly defined, and undoubtedly the cancer incidence
during the plateau would be nonuniform. The risk of latent cancers is normally stated
cither in terms of the incidence rate during the plateau period (cases per million
cxposed population per year per rem) or in terms of the expected number of cases (cases
per million man-rem). The latter value is merely the integral under the curve, or the
incidence rate times the plateau period. i

The risk of radiation-induced latent cancer has been extensively summarized in several
recent reports including those issued by the United Nations (1972), the National '

Academy of Sciences (1972), and the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (1971, 1975). As a starting point, the study uses the estimates stated t

i

g- sIAs stated in section 13.4, the highest incidence of latent cancer fatalities
)cttributabletoareactoraccidentwouldalmostcertainlynotbestatistically( !
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I hn a report issued by the National Academy of Sciences on the biological effects of
's / ionizing radiations (the BEIR Report) . The BEIR Report estir.ates risks on both an

cbsolute and relative basis. The distinction between these bases is described in
. Appendix G. For the reasons stated there, the study accepts the absolute basis as being
the more appropriate for the evaluation of reactor risks.

The BEIR Report relied heavily on the ongoing study of the Japanese atomic bomb
curvivors, who received very high dose rate exposure of gamma, beta, and neutron (high-
LET) irradiation. Furthe rmore , the dose magnitudes were estimated to range from 10 ta
cver 300 rem. Those survivors receiving less than 10 rem were used as a control
population group for the BEIR estimatcs. The doses from a reactor accident would be
cimost exclusively due to low-LET radiation (i.e., no neutrons and less than in due to
cipha radiation). Except for a few individuals who might be irradiated by the passirg
cloud very close to the reactor, the dose rates to the whole body would be less than
1 rem per day, which, with respect to latent cancer, is a low dose rate. Finally, a
reactor accident would expose a few individuals to large doses 9nd many people to small
doses. Figure VI 13-18 shows the number of people versus bone marrow dose. Over 954
cf the exposed population would receive a bone marrow dose of less than 10 rem. This
curve omits those people born af ter the accident who would be exposed to ground !

contamination. The inclusion of such people or the evaluation of swaller releases -

iunder less adverse weather conditions would result in a distribution that was even more
ckewed towards low doses. For all these reasons, the exposures resulting from a reactor *

cccident would be differen: from the exposures on which the BEIR Report bases its !

cstimates with respect to quality of radiation, dose rate and dose magnitude. i
!

The risk estLmates generated in the BEIR Report are based on a linear extrapolation :
from the aforementioned data to zero doses and exclusion of any threshold dose, that is, |
c dosa magnitude below which there would be zero induction of cancer. Both the BEIR and |
United Nations reports caution that this linear hypothesis is likely to overestimate the
risks for low doses and/or low dose rates of low-LET radiation and that, in cases of low
cxposure,'it cannot be ruled out that the risk may actually be zero. Following the
publication of these reports, the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure-

Oments(1975)
issued a report in which it cautioned governmental policy-making agencies

that use of the BEIR estimates, derived as they are from large doses at high dose rates,
have such a high probability of overestimating the actual risks from low doses of
low-LET radiation delivered at low dose rates as to be of marginal value, if any, for
purposes of realistic risk-benefit evaluation. These important caveats are developed
in more detail in Appendix G.

Since the objective of the Reseva Safety Study is to make as realistic assessment of
risks as is possible and to place bounds on the uncertainty, the study makes three
catimates of the number of la'.ent cancers from a reactor accident. The upper bound is
based en the BEIR estimates with some small changes reflecting recent data. For the
central estimate, the upper bound is modified by dose-effectiveness factors. These
factors, which are based on recent experimental data for animals, reduce the expected
incidence of latent cancers for small doses and/or low dose rates. In the epinion
cf the study, these central estimates represent a more realistic assessment of latent
cancers in the event of a reactor accident, although the advisory group on health
cffects were of the unaminous cpinion that the dose effectiveness factors they recom-
mended probably overestimate the central estikate. As discussed in Appendix G, the
overall pattern of data shows nn observable difference from an unirradiated control
population for persons receiving either an acute dose of less than 25 rem or a chronic
dose of less than 1 rem per day *o the whole body. As an approximate indication of a
possible nonzero lower bound, the study estimates the population dose received by
individuals in excess of a threshold and applies the incidence rate used for the upper
bound.

The BEIR Report estimates the incidence of radiation-induced latent cancer fatalities
for individual organs and summarizes the overall effect in terms of whole-body radi-
ction. The latter approach was appropriate since the BEIR Report was primarily
concerned with external radiation to the whole body. In the event of a reactor accident,
inhalation of radioactive material from the. passing cloud will result in a nonuniform,

| dose distribution in the bodyt certain organs (e.g. the lung) will receive much higner
| doses than others. External irradiation by gamma rays, on the other hand, results in;

an almost uniform dose distribution throughout the body. In order to accommodate this
Sdeathsarecalculatedforindividualorgans.nonuniform dose distribution, the doses and the expected radiogenic latent cancer

For referance purposes, the whole-body,

|

i
values are also calculated. As shown in Table VI 13-3, inhalation of radionuclides

1

!
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N~-]from the passing cloud contributes only about 15% of the whole-body man-rem (both

but results in about 71% of the latent cancer fatalities.chort term and chronic), the sum of the cancer deaths calculated based on dosesFor different accident scanarios,
and risk factors for individual organs exceeds those based upon the whole-body dose
by 30 to 1004.

The thyroid is treated separately from other organs since it concentrates radiciodines,The thyroid
which are released in large quantities in the dominant reactor accidents.
gland can be ablated by large doses, thus markedly altering subsequent cancer and
nodule probabilities.

9.3.2 UPPER BOUND FOR IATENT CANCER FATAI.ITIES

9.3.2.1 The BEIR Risk Estimates

As stated in the preceding section, the BEIR risk estimates are based on a linear, noIt is assumed that all risks of somatic effects are proportional tothreshold model.dose, that is, that each increment in absorbed dose carries an equal increment in risk.
Thic linear hypothesis implies that the number of cancer deaths is proportional to the

(man-rem), which is determined by the product of the number of exposedpopulation dose For example, the sameindividuals -nd their dose, independent of the dose macnitude.
as.ation-induced cancer deaths would be expected from 10,000 people eachnumber of

receiving 43 em as from 10,000,000 people each receiving 0.1 rem.
The BEIR Report adjusts the numerical risk estimates to account for possible differences
in the radiosensitivity of the fetus, child, or adult. For each age cohort, the report
catimates the latent period after radiation during which the cancer risk is unchangedFor riskcnd the following plateau period during which the cancer risk is higher.
cstimates on an absolute basis, the actual table from the BEIR Report is reproduced as,

Table VI G-1 in Appendix G. To assist the reader in the following discussion, this
table is expanded as Table VI 9-1.--

\s_/I 9.3.2.2 Changes to BEIR Risk Factors

For the upper bound, the advisory group on health effects recommended four small
changes to the BEIR risk coef ficients (Table VI 9-1), based on data accumulatedThe bases for these changes are discussed in
since the BEIR Report was published.
Appendix G and are merely recapitulated below.

First, the BEIR risk coefficfTnt of 25 leukeraia deaths per year per rem per millionchildren irradiated in utero was primarily derived from the data of Stewart and Kneale.I
these authors have revised the dosimetry so thatSince publication of the EEIR Report,

the risk coefficient is now reduced to 15 deaths per million per rem per year.
The BEIR riskSecond, the gastrointestinal tract is treated slightly differently.

coefficient for radiation-induced cancer of the gastrointestinal tract including the
stomach is 1 death /per million per rem per year, which is further subdivided into aExaminationvalue of 0.6 for stomach and 0.4 for the rest of gastrointestinal tract. I

of the data base for the latter value shows that 60% of the deaths from gastrointestinal
cancer.were really from cancer of pancreas and none from cancer of the large intestine.
With these considerations, the advisory group on health effects recommended that the
" gastrointestinal tract" be subdivided into the stomach, the rest of the alimentary

and the pancreas and that risk coefficients of 0.6, 0.2, and 0.2 death /perThe dose to the lower largetract,
million per rem per year, respectively, be assigned.
intestine is used in these calculations for both the stomach and the rest of theThis dosimetry is very conservative since the dose to the lower.

alimentary canal.
large intestine is much larger than the dose to the rest of the gastrointestinal tract..

However, since the stomach and alimentary canal would contribute less than 10% of thef

latent cancer deaths, the error is small. The pancreatic dose is assumed equal to the|
i

dose to "other tissues."
l Third, the BEIR Report assigns a value of 0.2 death per million per rem per year to

bone cancer for the 10+ age cohort and lumps bone cancer deaths for children into the
'

For the reasons stated in Appendix G, the advisory group~s
/ "all other cancer" category. (a) the age cohort 0 to 20 be treated separately fromon health effects recommended thatI for boththe risk coefficient be doubled to 0.4 for this cohort and (c)x_,

adults, (b)

' References are in Appendix G.
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cge cohorts, the latent period be reduced from 15 to 10 years. Since the incidence of
bone cancer given in the BEIR Report is calculated in terms of the dose to mineral
bone, the average dose to skeleton mass (mineral bone) is used.

Fourth, the above change in the risk coefficient for bone cancer fataliti6s in the
0 to 10 age cohort requires a corresponding reduction for this cohort in the "all
ether cancer" category. It should be noted that the "all other cancer" category is
conservatively high since, unlike the BEIR Report, the ?.hyroid cancer is being cal-
culated separately here, but the "all other" category has not been reduced.

The BEIR Report estimated latent cancer fatal' ties for two plateau durations,
30 year and duration of life. For the reasons stated in Appendix C, the study uses
the 30-year duration as being the more realistic. The effects of the above changes
to the BEIR risk coefficients are summarized in Table VI 9-2. These are the values
utilized for the upper bound estimates of latent cancer fatalities.

9.3.2.3 Expected Latent Cancer Fatalities

In this section, the risk coef ficients scated in Table VI 9-2 are translated into the
cxpected numbers of latent cancer fatalities per million man-rem. As an example, the
calculation for leukemia is displayed in Table VI 9-3. The fractions of the population
by age and the life expectancy are based upon 1970 census datar the former is shown
graphically in Fig. VI I-l of Appendix I. The years at risk are equal to either the
plateau period or the remaining life expectancy, whichever is the shorter. For each
age cohort, the expected leukemia deaths are the product of the population fraction,
the years at risk, and the risk coefficient. A similar calculation is made for each
crgan and the results are summarized in Table VI 9-4.

The incidence of fatalities from latent cancer stated in Table VI 9-4 is calculated
[' s' Assuming either a single radiation exposure of relatively short duration cr a stable
( ,/cxposed population. That is, a population wnose age dictribution in invariant. The

first assumption is satisfied for the external exposure uelivered by the passing
cloud, and the second is assumed to be met for the chronic external exposure from
contaminated ground. However, neither is satisfied for the internal exposure from
internally deposited radionuclides inhaled from the passing cloud. Only people alive
et the time of the accident would receivo this exposure, which would continue through
the remainder of their lives. Since the size of this population decreases by natural
causes, the internal dose received within the period 40 to 50 years, for example, would
cause fewer cancer deaths per unit dose than that received within the first year af ter
the accident. A conservative estimate is made that all of the internal dose received
during the first year would be delivered at the time of the accident, and the expected
cancer fatalities stated in Table VI 9-4 are taken for this increment of internal dose.
It is also conservatively assumed that the dose actually delivered within any subsequent
time period is delivered at the beginning of that time period. For later time periods,
for example,11 to 20 years af ter the accident, there would be no irradiated age cohort
less than 11 years so the expected leukemia deaths stated in Table VI 9-3 for the
in utero, O to 0.99, and 1 to 10 cohorts are deducted from the overall total.3 The
results of such computations for each time period and each organ are stated in
Table VI 9-5.2 Since doses from internally deposited radionuclides were not computed
beyond 50 years, the dose received within the 41 to 50-year time period is used for
later time periods. Although this approach is conservative, the numbers are very small.

9.3.2.4 Recencilation With the BEIR Report

The study thought it would be helpful to the reader to be able to compare the
cxpected number of latent cancer deaths calculated in the preceding section with the
corresponding estimates in the BEIR Report. There are important differences in the two
calculations. As stated in the preceding section, the study considers a single release
Cf radionuclides. The BEIR Report considers a continuous low-level irradiation.

8 For example, for internal exposure delivered within 11 to 20 years after the accident,
('~'S the expected leukemia deaths are 28.36 - 1.65 - 0.70 - 7.30 = 18.71 per million oer
( ) man-rem.

'For the 1 - to 10-year time period, 75% of expected cancer deaths for the O to 0.99
cohort is included to account for children who were in utero at time of accident
being alive in this time period.

*
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Furthermore, the BEIR Report quotes several absolute humbers of expected c,ancer deaths
(e.g. , for whole U.S. population and for 1 million people) for radiation doses of
0.1, 0.17, and 5 rem per year.

Let us consider Table 3-4 of the BEIR Reports the portion of it that uses a 30-year
plateau is reproduced as Tabte VI-9-6. This table is calculated from the risk
coefficients ste*ed in Table VI 9-1. The reader should note that the population base
cssumed is 19e million. Although the exposure ia stated as 0.1 rem per year, the
cnnual deaths are calculated on the basis that an individual has received 0.1 rem /per
year since conception (i.e., a 40-year-old man received 1 rem by age 10 plus an addi-
tional 3 rem by age 40). The number of deaths listed for each age cchort is a
cummation of the deaths resulting from each annual increwent of exposure accour. ting
for the latent and plateau periods, which varias with age at 3riadiation. Fer example,
the 179 other cancer deaths quoted opposite the 35-44 age cohort for irradistion re-
ceived since age 10 years is the product cf 23.838 million people times five other
cancer deaths per million per rem per yearl times 15-year exposura to 0.1 rva per year..

The 15-year exposure accounts for the 15-year latent period and consideration of
sxposure only after age 10. The other values in the table may oe calculated in a
cimilar manner. Thus, the 516 + 1210 = 1726 total excess deaths are deaths per year
based on a stable population of 197.9 million receiving 0.1 rea per year since
conception.

The above 1726 deaths from 0.1 ram per year translates to about 3000 deaths from 0.17
Therem per year, which number is stated in the summary on page 91 of the BEIR Report.

cummary states a range of 3000 to 15,000 annual deaths from 0.17 ram per' year. The
low end of the range is based on the absolute risk model and a 30-year plateau, and the
upper end on the relative model and a lifetime risk. For the reascas stated in
Appendix G, the relative risk model and the lifetime plateau are not used by the study.

By us'ng the values of 3000 deaths per year,197.9 million population, and 0.17 rem perThis) year, one can calculate 89 cancer deaths per year per million man-rem per year.v value reflects an equilibriur. situation that is clearly different from the one-shot
cxternal exposure that is the basis for Table VI 9-4. For this reason, the numbers

ctated on page 91 of the BEIR Report are an inappropriate basis for risk calculations
for reactor accidents.

9.3.3 CEfrTRAL ESTIMATE FOR IMENT CANCER FATALITIES ,

The central estimate for latent cancer fatalities is calculated by modifying the values
stated in Tables VI 9-4 and VI 9-5 by the dose-ef fectiveness factors stated in
Table VI 9-7. For example, if 100,000 people each receive 10 rem to their bone marrow
at a rate of less than 1 rem per day, the expected leukemia deaths would be 0.2 times
28.4. The bases for the ranges on dose and dose rate and the factors themselves are
discussed in Appendix G. The dose-effectiveness factors are applied to each organ
except the breast for which evidence shows no reduced cancer incidence for fractionated
doses delivered at high dose rates.

Since a reactor accident would be a one-timo event, the dose rates would be at a
maximum immediately after the accident and then decrease exponentially. With such time
dependence, an individual might receive the first half of his total dose at a higher
dose rate than the second half. For ease of calculation, the study examines only the ,

initial dose rate and assumes that the whole dose is received at this rate. To offsetthis conservatism, the initial dose rate is determined by the dose received within the
first month af ter the accidents that is, <1 rem per day is translated into <30 rem
within the first month. Since most of the total man-rem would be acemmulated from
external exposure to tha contaminated ground of the population that is not relocated
(see section 11.2) and such doses are typically <10 rem at a dose rate of less *.han
1 rem per year, the above approximations will have a negligible effect on the
calculations of total latent cancer fatalities.
Table VI 9-7 does not appear to envisage total doses in excess of 300 rem. Only
individuals close to the reactor would receive such ihrge doses to whole body or bone
marrow and the associated dose rates would be >10 rem per days therefore, no dose

__

I ncludes lung, gastrointestinal tract, breast, bone, and all other.I
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effectiveness factor is applied. Similarly the large local doses to the lung and
regenerative cells of the gastrointestinal tract would a*.1 be received at dose rates
in excess of 10 rem per day. In practice, only the factors on the diagonal of
Table VI 9-7 are ever used. For example, it is impossible to receive less than 10 rem '

if the initial dose rate is greater than 10 rem per day.

9.3.4 IEWER BOUND FoR LA'ITNT CANCER FATALITIES

It was emphasized in section 9.3.1 that, fcr low doses and low dose rates of low-LET
radiation, the risk'of cancer induction might be expected to be appreciably smaller per
unit dose than for high doses and high dose rates. The BEIR Report (page 88) notes
that the possibility of zero is not excluded by the data.

For the hypothetical reactor accident, a percentage of the exposed population
would receive fairly large doses thus, even if the incidence rate were zero for low
doses, one would still expect a small number of expected latent cancer fatalities. In I
order to estimate thf s lower bound, the study estimates the number of latent cancer
fatalities by assuming threshold doses of 10 or 25 rem.

9.3.5 THYROID NODULES AND CANCERS

A thyroid nodule is an abnormal growth that can be benign or malignant. If a nodule is
thought to be malignant, it is usually surgically removed. The patient may also be
given a therapeutic dose of iodine-131. Since the majority of thyroid cancers are
well-differentiated, relatively slow growing, and rniatively amenable to therapy, their
mortality rate is much lower than that of other c 2cers (American Cancer Society, 1974).
The study uses a 10% mortality rate for thyroid t<.cer. This rate would appear to be~

somewhat higher than the data presented in Tables VI H-6 and VI 9-9 which imply a 5% rate. -

ppendix H reviews the available clinical data on thyroid nodules, both benign and
; lignant. There is strong evidence that there is a lower incidence of nodules from

dine-131 irradiation than from external x-rays: the clinical data for humans suggest
at the factors are 1/53 and 1/67 tor nodules and cancers respectively. Data from -

animal experiments suggest that these factors are somewhat larger, 1/10 to 1/20. Since
the data are limited, the study chooses to use the most conservative factor of one-tenth.
Iodine-131 doses in excess of 50,000 rem to the thyroid appear to cause ablation with

i

no subsequent risk of nodules either benign or malignant.

In calculating the incidence of nodules, it is assumed that all thyroid doses from
sources other than iodine-131 are equivalent to external x-ray irradiation. With
these two assumptions, the doce to the adult thyroid is calculated as follows:

,

external dose to thyroid from passing cloud

+ external dose to thyroid from contaminated ground i'

+ internal dose during the first 30 days from
all inhaled radionuclides except icdine-131

+ 1/10th of internal dose during the first
30 days from iodine-131

!

As shown below, dose factors for children (<20 years) are inco porated into the calcula-
tion of expected cases; their basis is explained in section 8.4.3. j

i

For external x-ray irradiation, the incidence of nodules, both benign and malignant, I

appears to be linearly proportional to doses below 1500 rem. Appendix H recommends the ,

following risk factors for external doses below 1500 rem:
'

6Nodules per 10 persons per rem per year

Benign Cancerous Total

Children (<20) 8.1 4.3 12.4

Adults 4.0 4.3 8.3
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v) Table VI H-ll of Appendix H compares the above estimate for cancer induction to otherestimates (BEIR, 1972; UNSCEAR, 1972) the above estimate is at the high end of their
ranges. For higher doses, limited data suggest that the induction of nodules falls off |
rapidly with increasing dose, presumably because there is more extensive damage to the i
thyroid. Appendix H recommends the use of risk factors that are one-half of the above
talues for external doses in the range 1500 to 2500 rem. There is no evidence for the
induction of nodules, either benign or malignant, at external doses above 2500 rem.
Since there is no apparent risk of nodules for iodine-131 doses above 50.000 rem and !

it is assumed that iodine-131 is one-tenth as effective as external x-rays (i.e., 5000 I
ren of x, rays is equivalent to 50,000 rem of iodine-131), the .bove range is extended | )
from 1500 to 5000 rem as a further conservatism. 'i

If

Appendix H reviews the clincial data on latent periods and concludes that an average |,

period is 10 years. The longest lapse of time reported for thyroid cancer is 40 years.
On this basis, the study assumes a latent period of 10 years and a plateau period of |

30 years; these values are consistent with the BEIR Report. j

With the above considerations, the expected cases per million man-rem of thyroid nodules
both benign and cancerous is calculated in Table VI 9-8. The fraction of the population
by age and the life expectancy are based on 1970 census data. The expected cases are
summarized below usins the above calculation of dose:

6Expected nodules per 10 man rem

Dose range (rem) Benign Cancerous

<l500 200 134

1500 - 5000 100 67

>5000 0 0

It should be emphasized that the available clinical data are from x-ray irradiation of
small children and that the data for iodine-131 are very limited. The study recommends
additional investigation in this subject in order to generate a stronger basis for risk
estimates.

9.3.6 SPONTANEOUS INCIDENCE OF CANCER

As stated in section 9.3.1, radiation-induced cancers manifest themselves as an addition
to the spontaneousincidence of cancer for the exposed population. As a basis for

estimating such an increase, the current incidence (American Cancer Society,1974) of
cancer mortalities and morbidities are stated in Table VI 9-9.

t

V
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9.4 GENETIC EFFECTS

9,4.1 IFMCDUNION

As discussed in Appendix I, the genetic material of the human consists of several
thousand genes arranged in 46 bodies called chromosomes, 23 of which are inheri~ced from

-

each parent. There are thus 23 pairs of chromosomes, with each pair carrying a unique
portion of the total genetic information. With the exception of a single pair, the sex

Ichromosomes (XX in the female, XY in the male), the two members of each chromosome pair
are approximately alike in genetic content; these 22 pairs of chromosomes are called
autosomes to distinguish them from the sex chromosome pair.

Changes in the genetic material are called mutations, rotations can occur spontaneously,
from unknown causes, or can be induced by a variety of physical or chemical agents,
one of which is ionizing radiation. The effects of mutations can be very obvious t

(e.g. , albinism) or they can be so slight as to be detectable only by laboratory tests
(e.g., protein variants). The health consequences of mutation can range from those of
severe functional and structural abnormalities, generally with appreciable life '

shortening, to small and trivial effects that are neither disfiguring nor incapacitating.
The effects considered here are those that produce significant disorders. Table VI 9-10
lists the major categories of genetic disease and their current incidences.

'

Mutations are said to be recessive or dominant. If a mutation is recessive, its
effect will be apparent only if the offspring has inherited the same defective gene
from both parents. If a mutation is dominant, its effects will be apparent when
either the maternal or the paternal gene is defective.

The effect of ionizing radiation is to increase the frequency of mutation. Radiation
does not, however,- induce mutations that produce new kinds of effects genetic
disorders that would arise from radiation-induced mutation would not differ from[''T those that have been occurring naturally for as long as man has existed. Living

' ,) radiation may account for some fraction of the naturally occurring mutations in man.things have been exposed to background radiation from the very beginning, and this\

Thus, exposure to man-made radiation would not lead to the appearance of new and
unexpected kinds of genetic disorders.

Radiation can also bring about chromosomal aberrations, either causing majot shifts
Of material between chromosomes or altering the number of chromosomes. As a result,
the new individual does not have a complete and proper set of hereditary information.
The abnormal development caused by chromoromal aberrations may result in early death
of the developing embryo (spontaneous abortion), which may be so early as to be
undetectable (i.e., it may occur before the fertilized egg is implanted in the
uterus),

i

i

,\~-)
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The genetic effects of radiation are measured in terms of the frequencies of certains/ Intypes of changes in the genetic material, and not in terms of human disorders. itorder to express the estimates of genetic damage in terms of human health effects,Theis necessary to use certain indirect methods, which are explained in Appendix I.
Hence, radiation-inducedterm " genetic damage" means damage to the reproductive cells.

genetic damage affects ths descendants of an exposed generation rather than the
exposed generation itself.
The estimates made by the study are based on the recommendations contained in a
report issued by the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1972) on
the biological effects of ionizing radiations, commonly known as the BEIR Report.
The BEIR Report gives the base figures for the amount of human damage expected from
exposure to low-level ionizing radiations, and these figures can be applied toTo apply thevirtually all of the exposures anticipated from a reactor accident.
BEIR values to the accident situation, it is'necessary only to take into account
(1) the nature of the population exposed and (2) the amounts and distributions of
the exposures.

.

9.4.2 PoPUIATIoN CHAPACTERISTICS AND EXPOSURES

Reactor accidents could result in two types of exposure to radiation: external and
internal (from inhaled or ingested radionuclides). The study therefore estimated
human exposures for both external and internal irradiation, taking into account
doses accumulated over various periods of. time after the accident.

The dose of radiation from external sources would depend on the time elapsed since
the accident and the radiological half-life of the radionuclides, which determines the
rate at which they wouldibe eliminated from the environment. All of the population
that is exposed to the radioactive environment would be affected, including persons
born after the accident, but the dose rate would decrease with time.

An internal burden of radionuclides would be acquired only by the population born

("'/) prior to the accident. Exposure levels would depend on the time elapsed since thes

x-- accident, the rate of radionuclide elimination from the body, and the radiological
half-life of the radionuclides. The radiation dose from incorporated radionuclides
would accumulate with time, and the genetic damage would depend on the time elapsed
between radionuclide incorporation and conception. The total population effect
would depend on the fraction of all newborns whose fathers are of such an age as
to have incorporated radionuclides.1

These fractions are estimated from census data on the distribution of live births
by paternal age (1973 data). It is assumed that the exposed population would in

(1974) domestic population of the United States.all respects, resemble the current
All effects are estimated per rem per million persons in the general population.
Thus the calculations tabulated in this report can be applied to specific accident
scenarios.

9. 4.3 ESTIMATES or HUMAN GENETIC DISORDERS

The BEIR Report estimated the increases in human genetic disorders in the first
'

generation and at equilibrium (i.e., the steady condition in which the rate of arrival
of new mutations equals the rate of elimination of old mutations) after an assumed

Since a reactor accident would be a
permanent increase in background radiation.there would be an initial increase in mutations which will be slowlyone-time event, Theeliminated from the population; a modified calculation is therefore necessary.
study has chosen to estimate the increased incidence expected in each of two
30-year time periods after the accident and to estimate the total consequences ofFor thisgenetic damage induced by radioactive material released by the accident.
calculation, it is necessary to take into account the overlapping of the generations
produced by the exposed population.

The results of these calculations are shown in Tables VI 9-11 and VI 9-12 for externaland internal exposure, respectively. The methods used are described in Appendix I.

{' '} IAs explained in Appendix I, the genetic damage results almost entirely from the
irradiation of the fathers.x,,f
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3.4.3.1 Single-Gene Disorders

The BEIR Report used the current incidence of genetic disorders in human populations
.cs the basis for estimating the increase in disorders that would follow an increase in
the mutation rate.- The method is to determine two. factors: (1) the increase in
Kutation rate that would be expected from a given radiation exposure and (2) the
cxtent to which the incidence of any given kind of genetic disorder is dependent on

;

; recurrent mutation. These factors permit estimating the fractional increase in human
genetic disorders to be expected from any set of radiation exposures. Given the
current incidence of human genetic disorders, this increase can be expressed in terms

,

of the probable absolute increase in the incidence of genetic disorders.
t

The effectiveness of radiation in causing genetic change is sometimes expressed as.

; a " doubling dose"; that is, the radiation dose that produces as many additional
Eutations as already occur spontaneously. The BEIR Report estimated that the doubling
dose for humans probably lies between 20 and 200 rem a more. realistic estimate would

' probably place this value near 100 rem, which is the value used by the Reactor Safety
Study. It is important to note that a high doubling dose means that a large amount
of radiation is needed to produce a given effect. The lower the estimate of doubling
dose, therefore, the more conservative the estimate.

If : nutation rates were to remain at a higher level for a number of generations, as
i a result of a permanent increase in background radiation, a new equilibrium would-

he reached between new occurrences of mutation and the elimination of old mutations'

from- the population. At this point,'the incidence of genetic diseases maintained by
recurrent mutation would be proportionate to.the mutation rate, and hence the
increase in the incidence of genetic disorders would be proportionate to the increasee

; in mutation rate. However, it requires many generations to reach this equilibrium,
I cnd the estimation for earlier generations would uepend on the rate at which mutations
j are eliminated from the population.

The genetic disorders that would most clearly be dependent on the recurrence of.'

putation would be those caused by a dominant mutation in one of the autosomes. For
butosomal dominant disorders, the equilibrium incidence is directly related to the;

cutation rate. A single radiation exposure would produce an increase in the incidence,

; cf autosomal dominant disorders in the offspring of the exposed generation, with i

: many of these genes being transmitted to the second and subsequent generations. It ;
I' is assumed that there is a 20% elimination of autosomal dominants in each generation,

~

;. co that over all time, about one-fifth of the total number of genetic disorders attrib-

| utable to radiation-induced autosomal dominant mutations wculd be seen in the first-
: generation offspring of the exposed persons. Sex-linked mutations (i.e., mutations

in genes contained in the X sex chromosome) are similar in behavior to autosomal.,

drainant mutations, although they do differ in some details.
, ,

i . .

Human genetic disorders due to autosomal recessive mutations would show only very
1 . slow increases, which the BEIR Report regarded as being negligible in comparison

with the increases expected for other disorders.'

9.4.3.2 Multifactorial Disorders

. Multifactorial disorders are those that depend on more than a single gene pair. These
I- represent a large and important class of human disorders. The dependence of these

disorders on recurrent mutation is more complex and more difficult to assess. The
BEIR Report estimated that 5 to 50% of the incidence of these may depend on the mutation
rate, and this range has been adopted here. The rate of elimination of mutant genes in
this category has been taken to be 10% per generation, as in the BEIR Report. This

.
rate of elimination would result in about one-tenth of the total amount of multi-
factorial disorders, ascribable to mutations'resulting from the accident, would be'

; coen in the insnediate offspring of the exposed persons. For an expected transmission
cf 90% from generation to generation, the increase in incidence would slowly disappear

~

,

cs the damage is eliminated from the population.''

The BEIR Report used a survey of the population of the Northern Ireland as the best
'svailable source of infocemation on the current incidence of genetic disorders. It
' cppears likely that the Oalues of incidence that were derived may be too high, in which'

case the estimates of gesetic damage should be correspondingly lowered.
,

[
!

'
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I x- 9.4.3.3 Chromosomal Disorders

The estimates of incidences of chremosomal disorders are also based on the BEIR
Report, where they were estimated by direct methods, and not through the application
of a doubling dose to current incidences. Chromosomal damage often results in early
spontaneous abortions (loss of the fetus during the first trimester of pregnancy) .
Of the affected individuals that survive and show adverse effects, most are sterile.
Deleterious effects after the first generation would be limited to the offspring
of carriers of balanced rearrangements; it can be expected that about one-half of the
offspring of such carriers would be abnormal and that most of the abnormal individuals
would be lost very early in development, during the first trimester of pregnancy.

The study has defined genetic effects in terms of live births with a genetically caused
disorder that could be transmitted to their children. This definition excludes
spontaneous abortions.

.

8
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CURRENT INCIDENCE OF SPONTANEOUSLY OCCURRING GENETIC DISORDERSTABLE VI 9-10
-

Disease incidence among newbornsi

and spontaneous abortions per
million population per 30 years

Disorder
4,200

Autosomal dominant disorders
17,000

Multifactorial disorders (83
2,700

Chromosomal and recessive disordersf

23,500
1 Spontaneous abortions

Denoted by congenital anomalies, anomalies expressed leter, andI*I

constitutional and degenerative diseases in the BEIR Report.
,
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,_ TABLE VI 9-11 DISORDERS AND SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO RADIATION FROM
EXTERNAL SOURCES DERIVED FROM RELEASES AT THE TIME OF THE
HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT

Postaccident Genetic Effects (per Rem per Million Population) Expressed in the 'Ivo 30-Year
Period over Periods Af ter the Accident and Expressed over All Time

Which Dose is
Accimulated 0-30 31-60 Remaining to Total (over

(Years) Years Years Be Expressed All Time)

Autoscual Dominant Disorders

0-1 8.15 6.45 24.59 39.19

l-30 4.2 7.39 27.60 39.19

31-60 -- 8.15 31.04 39.19

61+ -- -- 39.19 39.19

Multifactorial Disorders

0-1 0.83-8.25 0.74-7.39 6.27-62.76 7.84-78.4

1-3C O.42-4.2 0.79-7.88 6.63-66.32 7.84-78.4

31-60 -- 0.83-8.25 7.01-70.15 7.R4-78.4

61+ - - 7.84-78.4 7.84-78.4

Disorders Due to Chromosomal Aberrations

' 0-1 4.8 0.8 0.6 6.2

1-30 2.7 2.7 0.8 6.2y

31-60 -- 4.8 1.4 6.2

61+ - - 6.2 6.2

Spontaneous Abortions

0-1 31.8 5.1 3.6 40.6

1-30 18.0 17.6 5.0 40.6

31-60 -- 31.8 8.8 40.6

61+ -- -- 40.6 40.6

|

!

l
i
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DISORDERS AND SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS DUE TO RADIATION FROM INTERNALTABLE VI 9-12
SOURCES INCORPORATED AT THE TIME OF THE HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT

Genetic Effects (per Ram per Million Population) Expressed in the Two 30-Year*"
Periods Af ter the Accident and Expressed over All Time,,

g , Remaining to Total (over

Accumulated 0-30 31-60 All Time)Be Expressed
(Years) Years Years

Autosomal Dominant Disorders

0-1 8.15 6.45 24.59 39.19

1-10 6.18 5.27 20.76 32.21

11-20 3.12 2.64 12.47 18.23

0.88 4.45 6.01
21-30 0.68

0.20 0.81 1.01
-31-40

(a) (a) (a)
--41-50

Multifactorial Disorders

0-1 0.83-8.25 0.74-7.39 6.27-62.76 7.84-78.4

1-10 0.62-6.22 0.60-5.97 5.22-52.24 6.44-64.43

11-20 0.31-3.12 0.29-2.92 3.05-30.42 3.65-36.46
.

21-30 0.07-0.68 0.09-0.93 1.G4-10.4 1.20-12.01

O 0.02-0.22 0.18-1.80 0.20-2.02
-31-40

(a) (a)
(a)--41-50

Disorders Due to Chromosomal Aberrations
6.2

0.8 0.6
0-1 4.8

0.7 0.6 5.1
1-10 3.8

0.5 0.4 2.9
11-20 2.0

21-30 0.4 0.4 0.2 1.0
<0.2

40.1 <0.1
--31-40 (a)

(a) (a)
--41-50

Spontaneous Abortions

40.6
0-1 31.8 5.2 3.6

4.7 3.2 33.4
25.51-10 19.0

3.5 2.0
11-20 13.4~'

6.3
2.5 0.9

21-30 2.9 1.10.20.9-' 31-40 (t)
(a) (a)

-41-50

Hegligibly small in comparison with preceding row.I*I
.i

O'

,
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Mitigation of Radiation Exposure
'

l

The preceding sections have described the deposition of radioactive material released
by a reactor accident into man and onto the ground, the methods used to estimate the
radiation dose, and the resultant health effects and property damage. This section

primarily discusses the actions that could be taken to mitigate the radiation exposure
and hence the health effects. In addition to describing the effects of societal
actions, it is convenient, since the technical bases are similar, to also cover some

i mitigating factors that do not depend on human agents (e.g., the normal s61f-shielding
of terr.ain),

a

It is helpful to distinguish between two time periods: (1) immediate actions to reduce
| early exposure during the passage of the radioactive cloud and (2) long-term actions

to reduce chronic exposure from radioactive material deposited on the ground or vege-
tation. Since the radioactive material is transported by the atmosphere at wind speeds
of 1 to 22 mph and an individual's exposure to the cloud would be terminated within
an hour or so, immediate actions, to be of any value, must be taken within hours of the
accident. Possible actions are evacuation, sheltering (i.e. , ordering the public to
remain indoors), and issuance of potassium iodide pills to block the absorption of in-
haled radioiodines.by the thyroid. (In Great Britain, potassium iodate pills, which
are similar in action to pctassium iodide pills, are stockpiled at reactors for use in
an emergency.) The first two actions are mutually exclusive, but the third could be
taken in conjunction with either evacuation or sheltering. Section 11.1 discusses
evacuation. Sheltering might reduce the dose incurred from both inhalation and
external cloudshine.i

There are several modes of chronic exposure, the more important being direct irradiation
{ g from contaminated ground and ingestion of contaminated milk or crops. Under the

scenarios evaluated in this study, the former would contribute about 67% and the latter
about 33% of the chronic population dose.1 Chronic exposure would generally involve
lower dose, rates than early exposure, but the time scales would run from several weeks
for milk ingestion and one season for crops to 50 years or more for ground contamination.r,

For these two reasons, long-term mitigating actions could be delayed for days or weeks
while the sitdation is fully evaluated. Only a marginal increase would occur in thel' population' dose, but treatment would have to continue for a long period. There are

basically two long-term mitigating actions: interdiction and decontamination of land.
Interdiction means denial of the use of land for a period of time either by relocating

(Relocation should be distinguished frompeople or by impounding milk and crops.evacuation. Relocation could be initiated within days or weeks after a release and
| might continue for months or years, whereas evacuation would be initiated immediately
| ,

and would last only for a day or two.)
t

I In order to facilitate an understanding of the long-term mitigating actions described
in section 11.2, a simplified interdiction model is shown in Fig. VI 11-1. For a ground-

| , level release, the degree of ground and vegetation contamination would decrease monotoni-
I For self-consistent health criteria, the mostcally.with distance from the reactor.

| restrictive contamination criterion would be applied to milk, and hence the largest
interdicted area would be associated with milk impoundment. A less restrictive criterion'j would be applied to the direct contamination of foliage, and therefore the interdicted

| crop-growing area would be smaller. The least restrictive criterion would be applied to
the continuing occupancy by people. Hence the critical exposure mode would be direct
external irradiation from contaminated ground. Decontamination of land can be used
to reduce the period of land interdiction. The choice between interdiction and-

decontamication is an economic one, and some analyses are described in section
11.2.2.j

| The percentages stated are based on the assumption that an individual would receive all!

| [ \ nutrients from the contaminated area. In a more realistic case, the percentages woulds

| \ ) be 90 and lot, respectively.
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FIGURE VI 11-1 Simplified interdiction model.
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Shielding or shelter enters into both shor'.- and long-term actions to mitigate exposure
and also into the normal dosimetry for ch.onic exposure. Section 11.3 describes all
shielding factors for the consequence mo'el. For early exposure, it describes the
shielding of ground contamination by an automobile and the shielding of the effects of
the passing cloud by buildings. For chronic exposure, the shielding of ground contam-
ination by buildings is described. For all shielding by buildings, it is necessary to
consider how and where the public spends its time, a topic covered in section 11.3.3.
The effective shielding factors are summarized in section 11.3.2.

t 11.1 ACTIONS TO REDUCE EARLY EXPOSURE DURING CLOUD PASSAGE

11.1.1 EVACUATION

I 11.1.1.1 Introduction

As stated in Table VI 2-1, there would be a'few hours' warning of a significant release
of radioactive material, and, depending on..the wind speed, several more hours could pass
before the radioactive cloud reached a parti,cular population group. This time period
could be used for evacuation. Evacuation experience in the period of 1959 to 1973 has
been summarized by Hans and Sell (1974) for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Statistical analysis of the EPA data shows an underlying behavior pattern for
mass evacuations that can be modeled for use in risk assessments. This section outlines
the principal findings of this statistical analysis and describes the model; the reader
is referred to Appendix J for the complete report.

11.1.1.2 Analysis of EPA Data

The EPA report provides data on 64 evacuations caused by transportation accidents (usually
involving noxious gases), floods, and hurricanes. For 33 such events there are sufficient
data to permit the type of statistical analysis described in Appendix J. The parameters

{ that might be expected to influence an evacuation include (1) area evacuated, (2) dis-
tance moved, (3) number of people moved, and (4) population density. The range of values

/ h for these parameters in the 33 evacuations is stated in Table VI 11-1. On comparison,

( / the corresponding values for the hypothetical reactor accident are seen to be of the same
Y' order of magnitude as the range of experience. Furthermore, the evacuations described by

I EPA were carried out predominantly by private vehicles, which are the expected mode of
i transportation in the event of a reactor accident. Thus, the EPA data appear to be a

reasonable basis for an evacuation model for reactor accidents.

TABLE VI 11-1 COMPARISON OF REACTOR EVACUATION PARAMETERS TO EXPERIENCE PARAMETERS

e

' Potential values

EPA Data for

Parameters Minimum Maximum Reactor Accidents

Area evacuated, square 0.08 1,200 400

e miles

Distance moved, miles 0.5 150 20

Ntaber of evacuees 20 150,000 *I O to 733,000I

Population density 6.7 19,000 0 to 2986
(number per square

7 mile)

,
The EPA data contained one evacuation of 501,000 persons, but this was not

' analysed due to insufficient data.

From the viewpoint of the evacuation model, the key conclusions of the statistical
analyses are as follows: (1) a log-normal distribution can be used to describe the

o effective evacuation speed, (2) the likely speeds are slow, (3) the range of potential
! i speeds is very large and (4) the number of persons evacuated had no significant effect
C/ on the speed of evacuation. The effective evacuation speed is defined as the distance

moved in the time period after the warning; it includes any initial confusion and lost
aw> tion.

11-3
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' The data on evacuations.cause'd by transportation accidents, floods, and hurricanes are
analyzed both separately and together. The effective evacuation speeds for all three
categories are describable by a log-normal distributions the log-normal fits to the

'
. data points are not rejected at significance levels ranging from about 25 to 50%.
However, the individual log-normal parameters (i.e. effective speeds) for the three.

evacuation categories are apparently different. For each evacuation category, the
modal, mean, and 904 probability interval (5th to 95th percentiles) for the effective-.

speed are stated in Table VI 11-2.

TABLE VI 11-2 EFFECTIVE EVACUATION SPEED PARAMETERS FOR THE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

' !!

Effective Speed (aph)4

Evacuation Category Modal Mean 90% Probability Interval

Transportation 0.08 . 4.7 0.1 to 20

I -Hurricanes 0.63 13.8 0.45 to 55
4

) Floods 0.08 2.3 0.06 to 9

All 33 evacuations 0.10 6.7 0.1 to 30

i
| A secondary finding, which is not explicitly used in the evacuation model, is that
i the effective evacuation speed is almost linearly proportional to the distance traveled.

This correlation is shown in Fig. VI J-5 of Appendix J and is not rejected at a 0.1%t

:j significance level, which indicates a very strong correlation.
t
i' Of equal'importance to the above positive correlations are the null hypotheses that were
3- tested and not rejected. As reported in detail in Appendix J, the effective evacuation

speed is found to be apparently independent of the area evacuated, the number of evacuees,.

O the time period, weather, and time of day. . However, these conclusions may be partly due -
to the character of the available datar the recorded evacuation periods varied over only
a small range, so that recording errors could mask some correlations. A more subtle
finding is that the variance in the effective evacuation speed appears to be. independent
of the number of evacuees. This result suggests that populations move as a group since

-otherwise a smaller variance in the average group speed would be expected for large
groups than for small ones. Civil Defense personnel have observed a minority of approxi-
mately 5% who stay behind and rever evacuate, but the concept of such a nonparticipating '

minority is not resolvable from the analyses performed.

11.1.1.3 Evacuation Model for Reactor Accidents

In the evacuttion model incorporated into the consequence calculations, the evacuation
area is postulated to be shaped like a keyhole centered on the prevailing wind direction,

at the time of the release. The dimensions of the area are chosen to be 5 and 25 miles0and 45 (see Fig. VI 11-2) fer the following reasons. The evacuation would be carried
'

out to mitigate the early exposure to individuals: the early exposure from the passing
cloud would contribute little to the population dose. Since the resources of the local
authorities -- all that would be available launediately after the accident -- are limited,

5 it would be desirable to minimize the evacuation area and the number of evacuees. On
-i; the other hand, the goal would be to evacuate anyone who might receive a significant

{ dose. The values 25 miles and 450 represent a compromise. In addition to this sector,
it.was judged prudent to evacuate all people within a 5-mile radius of the reactor. The*

evacuation costs are calculated on the basis of the number of people living in this evac-
untion area.

-In order to calculate doses to individuals within the evacuation area, people are postu-,

lated to move radially away from the reactor at a specified effective evacuation speed
until the cloud reaches them and then to move in a circumferential direction. For
example, if an effective evacuation. speed of 1 mph is assumed, people located between
2 to 3 miles from the reactor are assumed to be 7 to 8 miles away from the reactor 5
hours after the warning.

!
a
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O Evacuations due to transportation accidents .are used as the descriptive model forreactor accidents since they often involve airborne releases of noxious gases and the '

warning times and evacuation movements are comparable. Since there is a large variation-

.in evacuation speed, the ure of one " representative" speed miaht not be appropriate.
The log-normal distribution is therefore represented by three discrete e'vacuation-
cpeeds of 0,1.2, = and 7.0 mph, with probabilities of 30, 40, and 30%, respectively.

- As shown in Fig. VI.11-3, the 1.2- and 7.0-mph values are the probability midpoints .

of the associated intervals (the 1.2-mph value is the 50th percentile, and the-7.0-mph
value is the 85th percentile). Although the probability midpoint of the first inter-.'

val is 0.2 aph, zero sph (ineffective evacuation) is assigned. On the other hand,
although the presence of a 5% nonparticipating minority is considered to be a real-
.istic phenomenon,.it was not incorporated into the model because its effect did not
seem to justify an increase in the complexity of the consequence model. The net
offect-is thought-to be conservative since a 304 probability of ineffective evacuation
has higher consequences than a 100% probability of 5% of the population remaining.

- j

. ;

Future work will study the effect of the nonparticipating minority.
With respect to the relation between effective speed and distance relation shown in
Fig. VI J-5 of' Appendix J, the 1.?- and 7-sph values correspond to evacuation distances
of 5 and 35. miles,.respectively. If the detailed distance relation were incorporated ,

linto'the evacuation model, it might show the present, discreticized model to be conserva . i

tive'since the evacuation speed would increase with the distance traveled and the '

variability of speed for a given distance would be smaller than that in the present
model. The treatment of this distance relation is somewhat complex and .will be deferred,

for future study.

None of the evacuations covered in the EPA rep (~t involved a major population center
(e.g. , New York City) . It is not to be expecteu that either the results of the statisti-
cal analyses or the evacuation model would be applicable to such centers. However, this
restriction does not invalidate the use of the model for reactor risk assessments.
Current and past siting practices by the U.S,. Nuclear Regulatory Commission have precluded

' reactors being sited within 20 miles of a major metropolitan area. A review of the 68
shows that the

C sites at which the first 100 comunercial LWRs are located (Table VI 10-1) largest city within 25 miles of a reactor site is Cincinnati, Ohio, with a population
of 427,000. New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, Cliicago, and Los Angeles are all
beyond 25 miles from a commercial power reactor. For the accident scenarios evaluated
in this report, there is no presumption that the population in any of these major . .i

cities could be moved in less than 1 week.

11.1.2 VENTIIATION

One potential benefit from remaining indoors during the passage of the radioactive cloud
wculd be reduction in the quantity of radionuclides inheled. The important parameter
in this respect is the ventilation or turnover rate of the air within the building,
which is a function of meterological conditions and the construction of the building.

:

The ventilation rate is affected by the inside-outside temperature differential, wind-
speed and direction, quality of construction, and topographical setting. Building'

ventilation is measured by the fraction of building volume turned over per hour. A survey
of the literature of home ventilation rates found this to vary from 0.07 to 3.0 per hour,

(Handley and Barton, 1973). Although one would expect a considerable variation of this
parameter from one region of the country to another, none was indicated by this survey.j This invariance is probably a reflection of the rather limited data and the use of-

J standard construction materials and practices. With the building at ambient temperature,t

the ventilation rate should approach zero as the wind speed approaches zero. Megaw
i ; (1962) found that, for a wooden hut with tight-fitting windcws and snug doors, there isj a linear relationship between the mean wind speed, u, and the ventilation rates that is,j

' for speeds of up to 6 m/sec, n = 0.9u, where u is in meters per second and n is inj For a cloud of_ constant air concentration, which wouldreciprocal units of 1 hour.
give a dosage external to the building of Yo, in a time at, the dosage inside a shelter.* 3

,

;

g, is given by (Slade, 1968)T>
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The time of exposure, at, would depend on the particular accident and would normally
range between 0.5 to 5 hours. The ratio of the dosage inside a shelter to that -

outside a shelter can be calculated as a function of ventilation rate. The results
are shown in Fig. VI 11-4.

Clearly, short transit times and residency within a well-sealed building co-1d con-
siderably reduce the quantity of radionuclides inhaled. The above analysis assumes
a constant outdoor concentration during the time of cloud pdssage. Actually, the out-
door concentrations would be represented by curve A of Fig. VI 11-5. Because of the
restricted turnover of the air within a shelter after passage of the radio ~ active cloud,

j the indoor concentration of radioactive material during and after cloud passage would
follow curve B. The total inhaled radioactive material for people inside would be the
intecral under curve B, which may be smaller or greater than the integral under curve
A for people outside. If a person were instructed to open his windows at time T (Fig.
VI 11-5) to clear the contaminated air, he would minimize his inhalation of radio-
nuclides and sheltering would have been beneficial in this regard.

Protection against inhaled radioactivity can also be enhanced by breathing filtered air
Unfortunately, the general public will not have ready access to suitable respirators or
gas masks. Guyton, Decker, and Auton (1959) have shown that eight layers of a man's
cotton hankerchief or two lavera nf a bath towel have removal efficiencies of 89 and 854,
respectively, for Bacillus globigii spores with a mass mean aerodynamic diame'ter of 2.1
microns. However, infants cannot tolerate such a filter over the nose and mouth.

The study concluded that, averaged over a large population, little reduction in inhaled
radionuclides would be expected for the following reasons:

Since a reactor accident is expected to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience, .
a.

the public would be unprepared to take sophisticated protective measures.

[~'T b. In many geographical locations and for several months of the year, people
; / live and sleep with the windows open, and no reduction in inhaled dose is'~'

possible without positive action.

It would be difficult for authorities to persuade the public to closec.

windows and, once they had done so, even more difficult to persuade them
to reopen them at the right time.

Accordingly, no reduction in inhaled radionuclides is included in the calculation of
consequences.

-

,

!

!

|
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RADIOACTIVITYI
ACTIONS TO REDUCE LONG-TERM EXPOSURE FRCM DEPOSITED11.2

RADIATION DOSE CRITERIA11.2.1

11.2.1.1 Introduction nding acceptable
It must be realized that the Reactor Safety Study is not recommeion levels in food.

Such
i

exposure criteria for the public or acceptable contam nat hich are the province
recommendations should be based on benefit / risk evaluations, wIn order to assess the potential consequences from athe study has calculated consequences for a rangeof other organizations.
hypothetical reactor accident,for the nominal statement of consequences, used valuescil and the Medical
of possible criteria and, consistent with those recommended by the Federal Radiation Coun
Research Council of Great Britain. of the public haveb

Recommended limits on the radiation doses received by mem ersbeen published by the International Commission on Radiolog caThe NRC dose limits for licenses given in Part 20,
i l Protection (ICRP),
nt (NCRP), and the

the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measureme Thefrom those of the FRC.Federal Radiation Council (FRC).Title 10, of the Code of Federal Regulations are derivedf the concepts are common
published criteria differ somewhat in detail, but many orecomendations are given in Table VI 11-3.
to all. The ICRP (1966)

ANNUAL DOSE LIMITS FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
TABLE VI 11-3 ICRP (1966)

Dose Limit
I

frem/yr)

| Crgan or Tissue
_

r (and, in the case 0.5
Gonads and red bone marrow

) of uniform irradiation, the whole body) 3.0("Ig

'v
. Skin, bone, thyroid 7.5

Hands and forearms; feet and ankles 1.5

Other single organs _

! I

I.5 rem /yr to the thyroid of children to 16 years of age.i -I"I
ICRP has principally considered5

With respect to the exposure of the whole pcpulation,
30 years

For planning purposes, ICRP recomrends that over the firstthe average genetically significant dose should
!

.
I

i h the dose deliveredgenetic effects.(the mean age of paternity)I

not exceed 5 rem from man-made sources other than medical, w t
'

The ICRP notes that this dose should not be used up byNo firm recommendations on the apportionment of the genet c
of life

i

at a fairly uniform rate. desirability of

dose are made, but having regard to occupational exposure and thea single type of exposure. ICRP recommends that the
maintaining a reserve against unforeseen contingencies, thebe limited to 2 rem per
average genetic exposure of the population at large shouldTo this end, it is recommended that genetic exposure from

/

internal sources should on the average be kept to below 0.05 rem yr.individual in 30 years.

the ICRP proposes no definite limits of tissue dose.f the individual members
With respect to somatic doses,
Adherence to the ICRP's recommendations for the protec': ion oa whole within
of the popalation should keep the exposure of the population aJAs .* guide to industrial planning, the ICRP suggests t atld be kept to one-third

h the'

h
acceptable limits.averace intake of radienuclides throughout the population s ou'

| of the limit set for individuals.

11-11
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A clear distinction is drawn by the ICRP between controllable exposure, "in which

' the occurrence of the exposure is foreseen and can be limitad in amount by control
of the source and by the development of proper operatino procedures," and uncontrolled.

exposure, "in which the particular exposure is accidental and which can be limited,

in amount only, if at all, by remedial actions." The basic standards for controllable,

i exposure take the form of annual dose limits for body organs or tissues (see
Table VI 11-3). Exposure limits for uncontrolled exposure are discussed in section
11.2.1.2.

The standards (maximum permissible concentration of radionuclides in air or water)
for acceptable exposure to ingested or inhaled radionuclides are based on the
assumption that the radionuclides in the body or in the critical organ should not
deliver more than the annual dose limit. These standards are derived by using a
set of physiological parameters that describe the movement of each element in and
out of the critical organ, the mass of 'the organ, and the rate at which the
radionuclides are inhaled or ingested. The ICRP and the NCRP have prepered tabulations
of such maximum permissible concentrations of radionuclides in water or air, which if
ingested or inhaled continuously would, in a lifetime exposure of 50 years, result
in a body burden delivering the maximum dose limit to one or more organs of the body.
The physiological parameters and the critical organ masses are based on a " standard
man," as defined by the ICRP. Obviously, there are many reasons why these may not
be valid for children, infants, fetuses, or members of the population who have
certain diseases. In addition, the use of maximum permissible concentrations of
radionuclides in water or air does not consider indirect exposure pathways to man
(e.g., the buildup or reconcentration of radionuclides in certain parts of man's
food chain).

11.2.1.2 Recommendations for Exposure Limits to Accidental 9eleases

For a widespread contamination resulting from unplanned occurrences involving
uncontrolled sources, such as a nuclear reactor accident, the possibility of limiting
radiation exposure will depend to a great extent on actions taken after the event.

| | The view of the ICRP is that a decision to institute actions for the mitigation of
exposure must take into account the particular prevailing circumstances and, in
general, the actions should be undertaken only when the social cost and risk will
be smaller than that resulting from the exposure. For all practical purposes, this

! is essentially the same position as that taken by the Federal Radiation Council, as
explicitly stated in its reports (FRC, 1964, 1965).'

The Federal Radiation Council has concerned itself with setting guidelines for
actions relating to the accidental contamination of crops or other dietary components.
In establishing the guidelines, it made the basic assumption that a condition requiring
protective action is unusual and should not be expected to occur frequently--in fact,
to be so infrequent that it is unlikely that the same individual will be exposed to
more than one event. It has defined a term, " protective action guide" (PAG), as the
projected absorbed dose to individuals in the general population that warrants pro-
tective action after a contaminating event. The projected dose is the dose that
individuals would receive from the contaminating event if no protective actions were
taken.

The PAGs are defined for tnree separate categories. Categories I and II relate to
intake in the first year after early deposition, and category III considers intake

,

after the first year. These citegories cover explicitly the following areas:|

a. Category I is concerned with the immediate transmission of radionuclides
through the pascure-cow-milk-man pathway,

b. Category II is concerned with the transmission of radionuclides to man
| through df etary pathways other than that specified as category I during

| the first year after an acute centarinating event.

c. Category III is primarily concerned with the long-term transmiasion of
strontium-90 through the soil into plants in the years following a
contaminating event.

,

11-12
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'~ ~# The FRC position regarding the application of the PAGs is as follows:

"In considering the desirability of initiating protective actions
following a contaminating event, it is necessary to consider the'three
categories separately. The benefits of a protective action taken in
one category are largely independent of whether action is taken in another.
Individuals may be exposed to radioactivity from all three categoriest
however, the guides for individual categories recommended are sufficiently
conservative (i.e., low) that it is unnecessary to provide an additional
limitation on combined doses."

The explicit FRC recommendations for protective action in each of the three categories
are as follows:

Category I

The guidance applicable to strontium and cesium is given in terms of the projected
dose to the whole body or bone marrow. The PAG is a mean dose of 10 rads in the
first year to the bone marrow or whole body of individuals in the general population
and a total dose not exceeding 15 rads. For the purpose of applying this guide, the
total dose from strontium-89 and cesium is assumed to be the same as the dose in the
first year, whereas the total dose f rom strontium-90 is assumed to be five times
the dose from strontium-90 in the first year. As an operational technique, it is
assumed trat the guide will be met effectively if the average projected dose to a
suitable sample of the population (children approximately 1 year of age) does not
exceed one-third of the numerical value prescribed for the individual.

For iodine-131, a projected dose of 30 rads to the thyroid of individuals in the
- general population has been recommended as the PAG. As an operational technique,

it is assumed that this condition will be met effectively if the average projected
dose to a suitable sample of the population (children) does not exceed 10 rads.

,

-
Cateoory II

The PAG for the transmission of strontium and cesium through food crops or animal
feed crops is 5 rads in the first year to the bone marrow or whole body of the
individual in the general population. As an operational technique, it is assumed
that the guide will be met effectively if the average projected dose to a suitable
sample of the population is no larger than 2 rads in the first year to the whole
body or bone marrow.

Category III

If it appears that the annual dura; to the bone marrow after the first year may
exceed 0.5 rad to individuals or 0.2 rad to a suitable sample of the population,,

| such situations shall be appropriately evaluated.

These recommended guidelines.are summarized in Table VI 11-4. The Bureau of
Radiological Health of the Food and Drug Administration (Anderson, 1974) has proposed
that these PAGs be utilized in the event of a major contaminating event.

| The Medical Research Council of Great- Britain has also derived proposed guidelines
for decisions following a major contaminating event. Their guidelines are similar
to the FRC's protective action guides. The Medical Research Council expresses its
guides as emergency reference levels (ERL) and defines them as a value, either of
dose or an environmental measurement, that divides situations in which countermeasures
are urlikely to be justified unless they have a very small impact on the community
from those in which countermeasures are desirable if they can be carried out safely
and effectively (Medical Research Council, 1975). The recommended ERLs ara given
in Table VI 11-5.

J
:
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TABLE VI 11-4 PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES OF FRC

Dose to Dose to Segment
Category Individual of Population

|

Category I (milk):

Strontium 10 3.3 rads to bone marrow in
first year,

Cesium 10 3.3 rads to whole body in
first year

Iodine 30 10 rads to thyroid in
first year

.

Category II
(other ingestion routes):

Strontium. 5 2 rads to bone marrow in
first year

Cesium 5 2 rads to whole body

.

9
ategory III:C

Strontium 0.5 0.2 rad /yr to bone marrow

i

I

TABLE VI 11-5 EMERGENCY REFERENCE LEVELS RECOMMENDED BY THE MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Tissue ERL (read

I
whole body 10

Thyroid 30

Lung 30

Bone:

Endaste si cells 30

Marrow 10

Gonads 30

Superficial tissues
irradiated by beta
particles 60

Any other crqan or * issue 30

.
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O An ERL of' dose is to be regarded as a dose cousaitment that is defined as the total
radiation dose received by a tissue from external and-internal sources as a result
of an accident, regardless of the period over which the dose is accumulated.

In the Reactor Safety Study, the 10 rem in 30 years criterion was used in cases whereHowever, in cases where an urban area is involved,the population density was low. This differentiationa somewhat higher criterion of 25 rom in 30 years was used.
is made since the problems of relocating people in urban areas involve expenses andSuchrisks that seem unjustified for the relatively small reduction in total dose.

-

a position is consistent with the FRC guidelines. The FRC, on page 28, states, "if
only high impact action would be effective, initiation of such action may be justifi-
able only at projected doses higher than the PAG.* This policy is also consistent
with that of the British MRC, which states that "if doses are only moderately in
excess of the ERL's the countermeasures should be such that they do not involveCountermeasures involving greater hazard shouldappreciable risk to the cosununity.
be applied only if radiation exposures would otherwise be a nsiderable."
The dose criteria used by the Reactor Safety Study, shown in Table VI 11-6, were
adapted from the recommendations of the FRC and MRC.

!' DOSE CRITERIA USED BY REACTOR SAFETY STUDY FOR NOMINAL STATEMENT OFTABLE VI 11-6
^ CONSEQUENCES

!

'i Dose
!, -

Exposure

!
External irradiation

10 ran to the whole body in 30 yearsi .

h.j Low-population-density areas
25 ran to the whole body in 30 years

Urban areas
,

Ingestion via allks
i

s

3.3 ran to the bone marrow in first year
i

Strontium

3.3 ran to the whole body
I' Cesium

10.0 ran to the thyroid
Iodine

6

Ingestion via "other" pathways:
2.0 ran to the bone marrow in first year

Strontissa
2.0 ran to the whole body

Cesius
i

!

!
; r

! 11.2.2. INTERDICTION MD DECOffrMINATION
i
? 11.2.2.1 Introduction

Af ter widespread contamination of an area, the simplest aans available for mitigating~

long-term radiation exposure to the population would be the interdiction of theIf the land contains improvements and is important economically,
-)

} contaminated land.the costs of interdiction could be quite high. On the other hand, the interdiction ,'

'However, since the land
of ' limited-use land (e.g. , marshes) would involve small costs.
received limited use in the first place, its interdiction could not greatly mitigateGenerally, the interdiction of land for
any radiation exposure to the population.the purpose of avoiding radiation exposure to the population is simple to carry out

;

but may be economically expensive. ,

9

a

1

'
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The alternative to interdiction is decontamination. Land can be decontaminated-
~

x '-
' either by burying the radioactive material in place _ (plowing) or by physically.

removing the material. The costs and effectiveness of decontamination depend
'strongly on the characteristies of the contaminant- material and the properties of
the contaminated surface. In general, however,-it is lesa expensive to decontaminatethan to. interdict land over long periods.

This section discusses in greater detail interdiction and decontamination as means '

of mitigating long-term radiation exposure to the population from contaminated land.
:11.2.2.2 Interdiction-

The process of interdiction would involve the denial of land and its improvements for
' normal intended use. For example, if the land were contaminated to such an extent-
that a specified radiation dose would - be ' exceeded over a period of time, use of the
' land could be prohibited until such time as the radiation dose that an individual
would receive over the succeeding period of time has decreased . (due to radioactive' decay and weathering forces) below the specified criterion. In.a decreasing orderof impact, interdiction could fall into any of the following categories:t.

. Total land and asset interdiction for long periods (more than 10 years)a.

b. Limited land interdiction (restrictions imposed for a few years)
- c. Crops

d. Milk

The criteria for establishing any of these categories of interdiction are based on
projected doses to the population, as stated in Table VI 11-6. The first two

-

categories are based on external radiation doses to people residing or working on
the land. The last two, crop and milk interdiction, are based on radiation doses
resulting from the ingestion of contaminated foodstuffs.

,

Crop and milk interdiction would be necessitated by the external contamination of-
^

vogetation. It would, therefore, be only a transitory problem affecting a maximam'
of 1 year's vegetation. The crops and milk from potentially contaminated areas
would be carefully controlled and, if they exceeded specified contamination limits,
would be destrcyed. Therefore, if the accident were to occur during the growing.

-

season, it would be possible to lose (1) a year's crops and (2) the use of milk for-
periods of up to'several weeks if the milk comes from cows grazing on pastures.i

1 -If it is unnecessary to interdict the land because of external radiation doses to'

people, it may still be necessary to impound crops and milk from the seccnd and
cubsequent growing seasons. This conclusion is based on the mixture of radionuclides.

'

.that could possibly be released in a large accident, the radiation dose criteria,
'

discussed in section 11.2.1, and the fact that the uptake of radionuclides by plant
: roots is not an efficient means of transferring radioactive material te man.

,'
'

In order'to facilitate an undersranding of the concept of interdiction, a simplified
interdiction model is sketched in Figs. VI 11-6 and VI 11-7 for a grcund-level|

release and an elevated release of radioactive material, respectively. For aground-level release, the degree of ground an<

. monotonically with distance from the. reactor.g vegetation contamination would decrease !
For self-consistent health criteria, '

the most restrictive contamination criterion would be on milk, and hence the largest
1 interdicted area would be associated with milk impoundment. The level of ground
; contamination above which milk must be impounded is shown in L 1 in Fig. VI 11-6 and

involves the land area covered by the plume traveling from the reactor out to point-
'

t
'

RI.- A lower contamination criterion applies to directly contaminated foliage, and
; hence a smaller crop-growing area would.be interdicted. The acceptable ground

contamination for crops is shown in Fig. VI 11-6 as L,

2 and it requires the impoundmentof crops grown in an area extending from the reactor out to a distance R .
2 The leastrestrictive criterion would be applied to the continuing occupancy by people, the

Critical exposure mode being direct external radiation from contaminated ground. This3

criterion is illustrated in Fig. "I 11-6 by the level L3 and involves the area between|' the reactor and the radial point Rs.\,

f' contamination levels may not decrease monotonically with distance when wind speeds
A

and rain occurrence are time-dependent.i
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O Because of radioactive decay and weathering forces, the level of ground contamination
will decrease with time. .Therefore, the point R3 associated with criterion L3 in
Fig. VI 11-6 would move toward the reactor with time. If R3 has moved to R} in a
matter of a few years, then the area between R3 and R) will _ be interdicted only for
those years. This is referred to as limited land interdiction.

For an elevated release of radioactive material (see Fig. VI 11-7), the degree of ground
contamination would increase initially as the plume diffuses toward the ground. A
maximum level of ground contamination would be achieved at some distance from the reactor
-and thereafter would decrease monotonically. Conceptually the areas of interdictions
are the same as those explained in Fig. VI 11-6 for ground-level release.

.

As explained above, the area of interdicted . land would decrease with time as the level
of contamination decreases due to radioactive. decay and weathering forces. However,
decontamination would make it possible to recover some of this land immediately.
Decontaminaticn is discussed in the following section.

11.2.2.3 Decontamination

Decontamination, in the broad. sense ~of the word, is the cleanup and removal of
radionuclides. The possible decontamination modes include physical removal of the
radionuclides, stabilization of the radionuclides in place, and environment management.
The particular procedure utilized in a given case would depend on many factors,
including (1) the type of surface contaminated, (2) the external environment to which
the surface is exposed, (3) the possible hazards to man, (4) the costs. involved,
(5) the degree of decontamination required, and (6) the consequences of the decontami-
nation operation.

There is a_ large body of experimental data on thA decontamination of structures,
,

pavements, and land. These data were generated,.for the most part, for the planning*-

of reclamation in the event of a nuclear war. Because of differences in the contaminant,

! particle size and decontamination criteria, some of these experimental data are not
directly applicable to the particular case considered here. These problems are

,

discussed more fully in Appendix K, and only a summary is provided in this section.

A measure of ef fectiveness of decontamination operations is the decontamination factor
'DF, which is defined as the contaminant density (in microcuries per square meter)
before decontamination divided by the contaminant density after decontamination.'

Therefore, the larger the DF, the better the decontamination method. For example,
a 90% removal of contaminants from a surface gives a DF of 10 and a 99% removal gives
a DF of 100.

As _ discussed in Appendix K, present experimental evidence is not adequate to support
any assumptions on the effectiveness of wet decontamination (i.e., firehosing) for
the small aerosol particles released during the reactor accident. Therefore, the
removal of contaminated surfaces is the only decontamiu tion procedure postulated .
by the study for hard surfaces. The various procedures for surface removal are the
following: '

a. Hard surfaces (roofs, walls, pavements, etc.)

* Replacement of roofing material

Sandblasting of walls and pavements

* Resurfacing of pavements

b._ Land areas (soil, vegetation, etc.)

* Vegetation removal and disposal

* Surface soil removal and burial.

* Deep plowing

,

+
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the maximum decontamination factor that is considered practical, averaged over
1r.rge areas, is 20. This limitation is based on the practicality of large-scale
decontamination operations, the costs involved, and the consequences of d6contami-
*natiot operations.

The decontamination model utilized in the consequence model is conceptually illustrated
in Fig. VI 11-B for a ground-level release of radioactive material + The acceptable
lcvel of ground contamination for occupancy by people is shown in the figure by the
icvel L . The land area between the reactor and the point Rt would have to be3

interdicted or decontaminated. If the maximum decontamina': ion factor attainable over
inrge areas were DF then the land area between Rg and R would be recoverable bymax,
decontamination. The consequence model assumes that the actual decontamination factor
cttained at any given point is only sufficient to bring the ground contamination
1svel down to the acceptable level of L .3

In conjunction with decontamination, the consequence model also assumes limited land i
interdiction. In this case the maximum decontamination factor DFmix is assumed to be
Ettained for the land area to the right of the point where L times DF is exceeded.
Radioactive decay and weathering forces will bring the ground contaminE$fon level down
the additional amount required to attain the acceptable level L . As shown in Fig.

wuldberecoveredinthisdannerinnyears.VI 11-8, the land between R and R
2 3
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FIGURE VI 11-8 Illustrative decontamination model for ground
level release.
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(A1. 3 SHIELDING ;

11.3.1 SHIELDING FRoM AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

As discussed in section 8.2.2, people caught within or under the moving cicud of
rrdioactive material would receive an external dose to the whole body from gamma
r:diation.1 Since the walls of a building will absorb and scatter gamma rays,
anyone inside a building would receive an attenuated (i . e . , lower) dose. The
chielding effectiveness of a structure is measured by its shielding factor (SF),
which is the ratio of the interior dose to the exterior dose.2

Dose attenuation depends on two factors: distance and attenuation by passage
Cf radiation through material. The dose from a point source is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance. For this reason, the dose in the center
cf a large building is lower than that near an exterior wall. Thus, with the

.

came walls, a large building can provide greater sh2.lding than a small one. |
The attenuation of gamma radiation through material depends on the properties ;
cf the material (e.g., number of protons per atom) and on the energy of the :
gamma rays. Linear attenuation coefficients have been established for most

!
common materials and for various gamma-ray energies. The shielding factor for a i
ctructure can be readily estimated from the spectrum of gamma energy, the linear [
Ettenuation coefficient of the wall material, and the geometry of the structure.

,

i
'

U3ing currently available shielding technology, Burson and Profio (1975) have
made estimates of structure shielding. They have shown that the gamma energy

'cpectrum in the cloud from a reactor accident would be comparable to that
measured in nuclear weapons tests. By using the general approach set forth by
Slade (1968) and by assuming a semiinfinite cloud surrounding the structure, they
hLve estimated the shielding f actors for simple and complex structures. Their
results are sumarized in Table VI 11-7. .

,f 3 TABLE VI 11-7 REPRESENTATIVE SHIELDING FACTORS FROM GAMMA CLOUD SOURCE
t

,

Shielding)Factor (* Representative Rangestructure or Location

outside 1.0 --

Vehicles 1.0 --

Wood-frame house 0.9 -

(no basement)

Basement of wood house 0.6 0.1 to 0.7m

ICIMasonry house (no basement) 0.6 0.4 to 0.7
ICI

Basement of masonry house 0.4 0.1 to 0.5

lfarge office or industrial 0.2 0.1 to 0.3(c,d)
building

(a) The ratio of the interior dose to the exterior dose
(b) A wood frame house with brick or stone voneer is approximately eg11 valent

to a masonry house for shielding purposes.
(c) This range is mainly due to different wall materials and different geometries.
(d) The reduction facter depends on where the personnel are located within the ,

building (e.g., the basement or an inside room) .

'In this section, consideration is limited to gamma radiation f
cince beta and alpha particles cannot penetrate the walls of
ctructures. g
2The shielding factor is usually referred to in the literature ,
cs the reduction factor.

O. f
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'# SHIELDING FEDM SURFACE-DEPOSITED ItADIoACTIVE MATERIAL11.3.2

The dose conversion factors given in Appendix C relate th9 tissue dose (in rem per
htur) at 1-meter above ground to contamination (in microcuries per square meter)

. cpread uniformly in a thin layer over an infinite smooth surface. The height of
1 meter is used because~it is approximately the distance to the vital organt, of
a standing person. The hypothetical contaminated surface is a reference point
fcr shielding calculations and experimente. The shielding factors (SF) stated
in this.section modify the aforementioned dose-conversion factors.

Obviously, the hypothetical infinite smooth plane does not exist in nature. The
contaminant particle sizes are small enough to allow the contaminant to distribute
itself over the real surface of the terrain. The irregularities in the surface
cre referred to as ground roughness and have long been recognized as a mechanism
of natural shielding from a fallout source (Ksanda et al. ,1956; Huddleston et al. ,
-1965). Therefore, even for a person standing in an open, relatively flat field,,

the shielding f actor is on the order of 0.7. In an urban environment, the presence
of nearby _ buildings results in mutual self-shielding and may give a shielding f actor
of 0.4 to 0.6 (Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, 1973).

The protective shielding afforded by single- and two-story houses from external
penetrating radiation will primarily be a function of the mass of material in the
well and roof. The size and shape have only a relatively small influence on the
cverall shielding factor. Because of the long mean free path of high-energy
(>0.2 MeV) ganuna radiation in air, a large contribution to the dose within a
etructure will come from radioactivity deposited on the surrounding ground.
However, the deposited activity on the roof and walls of the structure can also
give substantial exposure. For one- and two-story single-f amily dwellings with
c uniform contamination of the roof and surrounding ground, and one-fifth as
Kuch contamination per surface area on the walls as on the roof, the shielding

. g factors range'from 0.04 to 0.5.
*

1
i (1975) have shown, by using the point-kernel integration method

( j (urson and Profioincluding buildup from scattering), that the extensive fallout shielding technology'

d:veloped f rom (1) calculations for radionuclides with 1.12-hour half-lives and
(2) experiments with cobalt-60 can be directly applied to the case of radioactivity
d: posited after a reactor accident. A summary of the shielding factors suggested
by Burson and Profio (1975) for gamma radiation from uniformly deposited radio-
nuclides from a reactor accident is given in Table VI 11-8. For use in the
consequence model, these results are summarized in Table VI 11-9.

Numerous shielding experiments have been conducted as part of nuclear weapons
t:sts and in laboratory mockups with monoenergetic ganuma-ray sources (e . g. ,
cobalt-60 or cesium-137) . These experiments have been used to verify calcu-

,

-1ctional techniques (Spencer, 1962) for multienergy ganuna spectra and complex .

ctructures (Auxier, et al,1959; Bore 11a, et al.,1961; Burson, et al. ,1962;
Burson, 1963a,b, 1966, 1970; Burson and Borella, 1962; Spencer, 1962; Strickler#

and Auxier, 1960).

.
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(,-2ABLE VI 11-8 REPRESENTATIVE SHIELDING FACTORS FOR SURFACE DEPOSITION

Representative Representative
Structure or f.ocation Shielding Factor (a) Range

1 o above an infinite smooth surface 1.00 --

1 m above ordinary ground 0.70 0.47-0.85

1 c above center of 50-f t roadways, half 0.55 0.4-0.6
contaminated

Cr.rs on 50-ft read:
Road fully contaminated 0.5 0.4-0.7
Road 50% decontaminated 0.5 0.4-0.6 '

Road fully decontaminated 0.25 0.2-0.5 '

!Trdns 0.40 0.3-0.5 |
Ons- and two-story wood-frame house (no basement) 0.4 0.2-0.5

Ons- and two-story block and brick house 0.2( 0.04-0.40
(no basement)

House basement, one or two walls fully exposed: 0.1 0.03-0.15
One story, less than 2 ft of basement, 0.05 0.03-0.07

,walls exposed

Two stories, less than 2 ft of basement, 0.03(b)
.

0.02-0.05
walls exposed

2me- or four-story structures, 5000 to 10,000 gg2
y per floor:

First and second floors 0.05 0.01-0.08

B sement 0.01 0.001-0.07

Multistory structures, >10,000 ft per floor:
Upper floors 0.01 0.001-0.02

I'Basement 0.005 O.001-0.015

| (a) *the ratio of the interior dose to the exterior dose

(b) Away from doors and windows. I

l

[ I
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( ) TABLE VI 11-9 SELECTED SHIELDING FACTORS FROM SURFACE CONTAMINATION USED IN'"'
THE CONSEQUENCE MODEL

3

Representative Representative
Structure or Location Shielding Factor (a) Range

1 m above an infinite smooth surface 1.0 --

1 m above ordinary ground 0.7 0.5-0.8 :
?one- and two-story frame house 0.4 0.2-0.5
-

one- and two-story block or brick house 0.2 0.04-0.4 n

Office or large apartment building 0.02 0.001-0.08

Cars on roadways 0.5 0.2-0.7

(a) The ratio of the interior dose to the exterior dose.

11.3.3 OCCUPANCY FREQUENCY FOR BUII. DINGS

The preceding sections discussed the shielding provided by different types of
buildings and vehicles. In order to assess the shielding of people, these data
must be complemented by estimates of the relative occupancies of various buildings. .

~tSeveral factors will influence the shielding obtained by the public. First, -

different segments of the population have different lifestyles. For example,
hous2 wives, infants, and retired people spend large periods of time in their
homes, whereas students and workers commute to school or work, where they spend7 ,5
6 to B hours each weekday. Second, the shielding factors for single-family|('') residences dif fer from those for large commercial or office buildings. Third, -

there is a geographic variation in the type of housing across the United States.
Data from the Robinson and Converse time-use study (1966) were used to estinate
the fraction of time the population spends ir various locations or activities.
The Robinson and Converse time-use study sampled the adult population below
65 years of age. Because of this selective sampling, the retired and student ,,

populations arc not fully represented. However, the time-use study is used
because (1) it gives actual measured data and (2) the student population (24% r

of the total population), though it might be expected to have n: ore outdoor o
activity than the adult population, should be somewhat balanced by infants und h
retired persons (about 18% of the population), who should have somewhat less ,

outside activity. t
3,

The Robinson and Converse study was intended to establish activities, not the ed

locations of these activities. Consequently, to determine the effect of p

building shielding, it was necessary to categorize each activity into a location p

or type of activity. The categories used were (1) home, (2) school or work, ,c

g((3) commuting, and (4) outdoors. For example, sleeping, reading, and watching
television are home activities. The hours per day for each location or activityaveraged over a 7-day week are shown in Table VI 11-10.

O
\ )ss
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TADLE VI 11-10 DAILY HOURS AT PRINCIPAL LOCATIONS OR ACTIVITIES, AVERAGED
OVER A 7-DAY WEEK

Fraction of antal
Location or Activity Hours per day Time M)

Home 16.6 69.2

School or work 4.7 19.6

comanuting 1.2 5.0

outdoors 1.5 6.2

In order to generate a probability density function for shielding available to the
public, the frequencies stated in Table VI 11-10 mrst be combined with the shielding
factors provided by the houses or other buildings occupied by the various population
segments. The shielding available from a brick house is significantly greater than
that from a wood house. Figure VI 11-9 shows graphically the percentages of brick
family units for different parts of the country; the wide variation is conveniently
categorized within five regions. Data for this figure were derived from the 1970
Census of Housing (U.S. Department of Commerce) and the 1971 FHA Homes, Data for
States and Selected Areas data book published by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). The HUD book gives statistics by state for existing

| single-f amily homes sold under the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) Section 203
program. These data show percentages of those existing (used) houses sold that have
brick, stone, or concrete-block exteriors. These percentages have been assumed to

,
be typical of all single-family houses within the state. The data were then
adjusted to account for multifamily structures, which were assumed to be of heavyp; construction (i.e., brick). By using the housing census data on multifamily

i f structures, 'the percentage of brick or equivalent housing units was estimated
V as follows:

i

(4 multifamily units) + (t single-f amily homes) (fraction, brick units),

The frequency distribution for structures in each of five regions is related to the,

corresponding shielding factors for the passing cloud and ground contamination in
Tables VI 11-11 and VI 11-12, respectively.

,/}
s !
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TABLE VI 11-11

CIOUD BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONFREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR SHIELDING FACTORS FROM PASSING
|

.

Frequency Distribution (4) _

Home .

_ School or Werk "I
g Brick, Wood,Region ,, B in Brick Wood, OutdoorsSF = 0.6 SF = 0.9 SF=0.$

SF = 0.6 SF = 0.9 SP = 1.0 Average SFg
I 9.8 59.4 6.5 1.9 11.2 11.2 0.83

__

II 19.7 49.5 6.5 3.7 9.4 11.2 0.80III 35.6 33.6 6.5 6.7 6.4 11.2 0.74IV 44.1 25.1 6.5 8.4 4.7 11.2 0.71V 57.9 11.3 6.5 11.0 2.1 11.2 0.66
(a) The regions are shown in Figure VI 11-9.
(b) The shielding factor (SP) is the ratio of the interior d

ose to the exterior dose.
TABLE VI

11-12 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR SHIELDING FACTORS FROM GROUNDCONTAMINATION, BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

Frequency Distribution (%)
Home

School or Work
I Brick,' Wood, B]| _ Region * Ning Brick, Wood SF = 0.5 SF = 0.7

[
_

SF = 0.2
''.

SF = 0.4 3F = 0.02 SF = 0.2 SF = 0.4
\

I Average SF(
9.8 59.4 6.5 1.9 11.2 5.0 6.2 0.38

,

II 19.7 49.5 6.5 3.7 9.4 5.0 6.2 0.35
'

III 35.6 33.6 6.5 6.7 6.4 5.0 6.2 0.31IV 44.1 25.1 6.5 8.4 4.7 5.0 6.2 0.29V 57.9 11.3 6.5 11.0 2.1 5.0 8.2 0.26(a) ' Lite regions are shown in Fig. VI 11-9.(b) The shielding factor (SF)
is the ratio of the interior dose to the exterior dose.
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With respect to schools and workplaces, it was assumed that one-third of the,

people are in large offices or similar structures, and the remaining buildings
have a distribution of construction types similar to that of local single-familydwelling--that is, the same percentage of brick buildings. This assumption is
seen to be conservative when it is remembered that government (federal, state
and municipal) employs about 30% of the work force, and public buildings are
usually substantial structures. In Table VI 11-11 for the passing cloud, no

is'taken of the additional shielding available in basements, althoughaccount

over 50% of U.S. homes have a basement. For a sheltering scenario in which it is
assumed that the public is advised to take shelter (as opposed to evacuate), itwould be reasonable to assume that some percentage (e.g., 30 to 604) of the pop-ulation at risk would take advantage of their basements for the few hours of
cloud passage. Since this percentage is uncertain and no correlation is avail-
able between basements and type of house construction, this additional shieldinghas been neglected.

11.3.4 SUMMARY

'

The shielding factors used in the calculations for shielding are summarized
1

in Table VI 11-13. Dif ferent shielding factors are used for locations within
25 miles of the reactor and beyond and, of course, for the passing cloud andthe contaminated ground.

TABLE VI 11-13 SUMMARY OF SHIELDING FACTORS ITTILIZED IN CALCULATIONS

Shielding Factor
tocation Passing Cloud

Ground Contamination
f, 25 miles from reactor 1.0 0.5 "I
> 25 miles from reactor 0.75 M0.33V

(a) Ground dose is limited to 4 hours.(b) If relocation is required, the ground dose is limited to 7 days.
If evacuation is required, the ground dose is limited to 24 hours.

Within 25 milec of the reactor, the doses could be sufficiently large to cause earlymortalities or morbidities,
so that individual doses must be considered. As statedin Table VI 11-7, an automobile provides essentially no shielding from airborne

radioactive materials thus a shielding factor of 1.0 is assumed for evacuation.
addition, evacuees are assumed to spend 4 hours in their automobiles, which have aIn

,

! chielding factor of 0.5 (Table VI 11-8) from ground contamination. As shown in
Fig. VI J-5 of Appendix J, the median speed to travel 25 miles is estimated to be5 mph, which translates into about 5 hours of travel.i

i It should be recognized thatuntil the cloud catches them
Since the evacuees are assume,d to move in a circumferential direction after passagethe evacuees are travelling over uncont.aminated ground.
of the cloud, tne assumption of ,4 hours exposure to ground contamination is probablyreasonable. Since a stubborn minority (see section 11.1.1) would be expected to
refuse to evacuate (i.e., would remain at home, where there is greator shielding),these shielding assunptions are probably slightly conservative.

,

1

s
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Sery few people would remain either outside for this time period or remain in base-ound contamination varies from 0.02 to 0.7, an average value of 0.33 is used since
ments.

Beyond 25 miles of the reactor, where doses would be usually relatively low,individual doses would become unimportant,
effects would depend on the population doseand latent somatic and genetic(man-rem). For this reason, averagechielding factors are used to calculate shielding both from the passing cloud and
from the contaminated ground. The regional variation is omitted since it is smaller
thrn the overall uncertainties in the problem and would unnecessarily complicate theernsequence model.
rolocation of peopleIf the ground contamination were sufficiently large to warrant
within an average per,iod of 7 days.it is assumed that such relocation will be accomplished
ground contamination within a small area, the population within such an area isIf rain were to result in an unusually high
cocumed to be evacuated within an average of 24 hours.
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Genetic Effects

Il INTRODUCTION

This appendix discusses the assumptions and methods used to arrive at the calculations {
presented in section 9.4 and describes in some detail the p'rincipal types of genetic
damage caused by ionizing radiation.

I2 POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

There are many possible scenarios for exposure of the population, depending on such
factors as the nature of the accident and the population density and distribution
in the vicinity of the accident. Accordingly, the incidences ~of genetic disorders
estimated in section 9.4 are per million of population and per rem of exposure.
Estimates for future generations Anatme a stable population size and composition,
with births and deaths in balance, and with negligible migration. (Changes in
population size would affect the numbers of affected individuals, but not the
probability of being af fected. Migration would alter the spatial distribution
of affected individuals, but not the numbers.) Th'e estimated incidences can be
applied to specific situations by multiplying by the appropriate factors for
population size and exposure.

Age distributions in local populations may vary and may be accompanied by variations
in birth rates, etc. The population assumed for the calculations is identical in
such parameters as age distribution, sex, birth rate, and generation period with
the current U.S. population as a whole and is based on census estimates for the
year 1974 (Bureau of Census,1974) , the most recent available, as well as 1973 data,-

/ \ on the distribution of live births by paternal age (National Center for Health
(,',) S tatis tics , 19 75 ) . Figure VI I-l shows the age distribution in the U.S. population,

and I-2 Figure VI I-2 shows the distribution of live births by paternal age.
The paternal age was used in making the estimates because, in the mouse, male germ

.

cells are much more sensitive to radiation than are female germ cells. For the
p base calculations, a period of 30 years was arbitrarily adopted for analysis of

the effects of irradiation on successive generationst.this is the generation period
used by the BEIR Committee (1972) in its estimates of genetic damage.1 Theg population data cited above show that the human generation period in the Unitede

States is presently about 28 years, and the final estimates were based on the real
distri ution of paternal ages. The probability of increases in the incidence of
the various classes of genetic disorders was estimated in terms of the probable
numbers of additional cases per year or per 30-year generation, per million in the
population. Since generations overlap, this type of calculation makes it simpler
to estimate effects whose expression will be summarized by 30-year intervals.

I3 TYPES OF RADIATION EXPOSURE AND DOSESo.
|
' Z3.1 EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURES

In calculating the genetic effects of a reactor accident, external and internal
j6 radiation exposures were treated separately, and each was broken up into a number.,

, :/a of time intervals over which the radiation dose was assumed to be accumulating.
Both the population alive at the time of the accident and their descendants would

, (')' be exposed to external radiation (mostly from contaminated ground) . In contrast,
; El only the population alive at the time of the accident would be exposed to internal
. t*H radiation from incorporated radionuclides (almost exclusively through inhalation

during the passage of the radioactive cloud) .
The committee referred to is the Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of

i ((!h| 2 Ionizing Radiations (BEIR) of the National Academy of Sciences-National Research
. .t 9 Council. Its report, The Ef fects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of

_onizing Radiation (1972) , will be hereaf ter referred to as the BMIR Report.!( I
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The exposure to be anticipated from a reactor accident would occur at low intensities: \ '|
less than.1 rem per minute. . The individual integrated testis dose over all time is |~

tssumed not to exceed 50 rem. The fraction of man-rem to whole-body (testes) contributed
"

by, individuals receiving total doses in excess of 50 rem is 13t as stated in section 13.1.
Although there would be considerable variation in individual exposures, only the ;

cworage exposure of the population (or segment of the population) , expressed as .the~

<-dose (in rea) to the testis of the male, was considered. The reasons for selecting
the testis as the target organ are explained in section I4.
It is obvious that not all individual exposures are equally significant . genetically:
a young child is expected to have more offspring in the future than an aged adult.
Estimates of genetic ef fects' must be based, therefore, on the doses received by the
reproductive cells of individuals and weighted according to the expected numbers

.cf future. offspring. The effect of weighting the dose, known as the geneticalJv,
. Pionificant dose, .was arrived at by- estimating the fractional contribution of each
5-year age group of fathers to the population of infants born in each of twelve
5-year' time intervals after the accident. The estimates were made for 5-year intervals
because the data on paternal ages (shown in Figure VI I-2) were so grouped. In the
final tabulations, however, the data are presented for the two 30-year periods -
insmediately following the accident, after susuming the effects in the six 5-year
intervals in each.

For reasons explained below in the discussion of differential sensitivity, fetal
exposures were not considered separately. However, fetal exposures are implicitly
included in the calculations by selection of the generation period. ,

M
.I4 DIFFERENTIAI, SENSITIVITY

Gers cells may differ greatly in their responses to radiation, depending on the type
cnd stage of development. The total damage to the genetic material in germ cells( will depend on the fraction of the total radiation dose experienced at each of the-
developmental stages leading to the mature, functional geria cell. It is obvious,
therefore, that the cell types and stages involved in the greater part of'the germ-
cell life cycle are of greatest concern in estimating hazards.

.

The selection of the testis as the target organ was based on a large body of
cxperimental data on the mouse showing that the male germ cells are much more
censitive to radiation thar are the female germ cells (see, for example, Russell, 1965:
BEIR Report, 1972: UNSCEAR, 1972).

~

;

[' Fetal exposure was not considered separately, since fetal germ cells do not differ !

greatly in sensitivity from the sperinatogonial cells of the male (see literature'

cumenary in the Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of'

Atomic Radiation (UN5CEAR, 1972). Primordial germ cells in the female fetus would
tecount for only a small fraction of the total effective exposure and would contribute.'

perhaps it of the total estimated effects.

female mutation rates in the mouse to arrive at the value of 0.25 x 10-pie andTaking these factors into account, the BEIR Report (1972) averaged the*

as the
r . cverage per locus, per rem mutation rate for low-intensity irradiation. The

casumption that human female germ cells behave like those of the nouse could
<

. introduce an error of perhaps a f actor of 2.
s

f. .I5 PRINCIPAL TYPES OF RADIATION-INDUCED GENETIC DAMAGE
'
.

| .IS.1 GEIE IRITATIOr3

i The genetic material (deoxyritose nucleic acid, DNA) is organized in structures ,

called chromosomes, which consist of a large number of genes, aligned in linear
j sequence. Each individual gene is a portion of the DNA involved in its own unique

function, usually served by its specifying some biologically important molecule
! (a protein). The unique informational properties of the gene depend on the unique
|

sequence of saslier molecular components (nucleotides) that make up its structure.
i
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There are four possible nucleotides that can occupy any given position in the gene.%
' Substituting one nucleotide for another at a specific position in.the gene can
change the informational content of the gene, just as a change in one letter may '

,

alter the meaning of a word. .The effect may be to change the nature of the protein'
;. Lthat the gene specifies or to change the quantity, so that there might be more,
t' .less, or none-at all. . Individual genes or parts of genes may also be lost, and

resultant loss of function may have deleterious consequences.p.
..

|*
! The effects of s a gene mutation will depend on- (1) . the type of chromosome that
carries the gene (sex chromosome or autosome) .and (2) the manner in which gened

-interaction leads to the development of a specific trait. Hereditary characters,,

including genetic disorders, may result-from the substitution of a mutant gene ati'

a single genetic locus (single-gene diseases or characters) , or they may involve4

variation at more than one genetic -locus (multif actorial, or polygenic, inheritance) .
,Much more reliable predictions can be made for the errect of a changed mutation rate

L . on the incidence of single-gene disorders than for its ef fect on the incidence of
i multifactorial disorders.
.

15.1.1 Single-Gene Disorders
e

i. -Single-gene disorders can be classified into three main groups: (1) Autosomal
j . dominant, (2) autosomal recessive, and (3) sex-linked (i.e. , X-chromosome-linked) .

j Autosomal dominant mutants are located on an autosome and produce effects when
present singly (i.e. , inherited from only one parent) . Autosomal recessive genes,
on ths other hand, must be inherited from both parents for the mutant errect to be

r seen. In other words, with autosomal dominant traits, if one member of a pair of,

| genes is norzel and the other is defective, the mutant effect is seen. With
; recessive mutants, both members of a gene pair must be mutant, otherwise there is
4 no evident effect. The situation with sez-linked genes is somewhat more complicated,

but they behave more like the autosomal dominants than the autosomal recessives with
j ' respect to the time and degree of expression.
' Autosomal dominant mutations will bring about increases in genetic disorders much

more rapidly than will autosomal recessive mutations. This is to say, the incidence
D .of autosomal dominant traits will be most clearly dependent on the mutation rate.

.'

j. A recent survey of the British Columbia population by Trimble and Doughty (1974)
shows the more common autosomal dominant disorders to be such conditions as

,' .. .
chondrodystrophy; osteogenesis imperfecta; neurofibromatoriss eye anomalies,

j including congenital cataract; and polydactylism. This abbreviated list accounts
for about one-half of all dominant disorders observed in about 750,000 live births from

. 1952 through 1972.
a
' Traits dependent on autosomal recessive mutant genes will show the slowest increases

in incidence when the mutation rate is elevated. Any one kind of recessive mutant

9' gene will be present in the population at a very low frequency, and the incidence of_
the corresponding trait will be approximately the square of the frequency of the-

I recessive mutant gene. Hence, when small changes are made in mutant gene frequency
(q incressed to (q + Aq)], changes in the incidence of the recessive disorder will

2 increased to (q + Aq)2). Since the spontaneous mutation rate will1 _be very small (q ,

*

2 rather than of q, at least for the more serious| -be of the order of magnitude of q
disorders, it can be seen that a one-generation increase in mutation. rate, even one'

t that exceeded the spontaneous rate,' would not result in an appreciable change in the
incidence of this class of genetic diseases. Disorders due to autosomal recessive$

mutations would be expected, therefore, to increase imperceptibly. They include', , cystic fibrosis, phenylketonuria, albinism, deafness and impairment of hearing, and'

some forms of progressive muscular dystrophy. This abbreviated list accounts for: .
j. _

about one-half of all cases listed by Trimble and Doughty (1974).

! sez-linked traits would show increases similar to those of the autoson.nl dominants
;- when the mutation rate is increased. Among the more common abnormalities that are *

j. sez-linked in inheritance are hypogammaglobulinemia, color blindness, and some forms
.

of progressive muscular dystrophy. These conditions account for about three-fourths
of all sex-linked disorders listed by Trimble and Doughty (1974) . ;

,
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O I5.1.2 Multifactorial Diseases
Is

Multifactorial traits have a more complex pattern of inheritance than that of single-
gene traits, since-they depend on variation at more than one gcnetic locus. These
diseases include a variety of congenital malformations and constitutional and
degenerative diseases, such as spina bifida; ventricular and atrial septal defects,
patent ductus arteriosus, and other heart and circulatory disorders pyloric stenosist
cleft palate and/or cleft lips hypospadias, and undescended testis congenital
dislocation and juvenile osteochondrosis of the hips diabetes mellitus; various
degrees of mental retardation; convergent strabismus; various forms of epilepsy;
and asthma. This list accounts for about two-thirds of all multifactorial-disorder
cases reported by Trimble and Doughty (1974).

15.2 CHROMOS 0 MAL AssRRATIoNs

The most serious consequences of gross changes in chromosomes, such as changes in
number (numerical aberration, or aneuploidy) and changes in structural sequence
(structural aberration, usually translocation), result from having the wrong amount -
too much or too little - of the genetic material, rather than from intrinsic changes.
The most common anomaly of this . type in the Dritish Columbia survey (Trimble and
Doughty , 1974) was Down's syndrome, which exises from having one extra chromosome
(No. 21) . Other types of aneuploidy occur, as do also unbalanced conditions arising
from certain kinds of segregations in bearers of translocations. The consequences
may vary from moderate, as in the case of some sex-chromosome imbalances, to more
severe cases of malformations in live-born children, to those severe enough to be
lethal to the fertilized egg or embryo.
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CALCULATION OF INCIDENCE OF DISORDERS STEMMING FROM RADIATION-INDUCED GENETICf''N I6

! ! DAMAGE
\_/ 1

'

16.1 GENEPAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS !

In arriving at the calculations presented in section 9.4, use was made of the
BEIR Report.

The BEIR estimates were based primarily on the current incidence of serious disabilitie
and this appears to be the most reliable and meaningful way of making estimates,Given that a genetic trait occurs
especially in the case of single-gene disorders.
and is maintained exclusively by recurrent mutation, reliable estimates can beThe distribution
made of its increase following an increased amount of mutation. Since
in time of the added cases of genetic disorders can also be estimated.
virtually all of the exposure to be anticipated from a reactor accident would occur

(i.e., less than 1 rem per minute), the BEIR estimates areat low intensitiesHowever, although the study adopted the BEIR assumptions and made use
of BEIR calculations of the levels of risk, the methods necessarily differ inapplicable.

several ways, as explained below. .,

The BEIR estimates are for 5-rem exposure ira each generation, whereas the study choseto facilitate calculations. Thus, the BEIR estimates
to estimate damage Er rem,
must be divided by 5.

In order to have a commonL The BEIR estimates were made per million live births.
denominator for the expression of somatic and of genetic risks, the study estimatedrisks in terms of the total population(i.e., the expectation per million population

Recent census data show that currently there are about 14,000 live
births per million population, or about 420,000 per 30-year period. Thus, theof all ages) .

(estimated as if it were made up
numbers predicted per year or per 30-year periodcan be derived from the BEIR values by multiplying theof a single generation) The estimatesI

expectation per million by the factors 0.014 and 0.42, respectively.are then rounded to reduce the number of significant figures in order to avoid(
J

,-_,N implying great precision./
\. ] The BEIR estimates were limited to estimating first-generation ef fects and ef f ectsThe objective of the study was to summarize effects' ' '

anticipated at equilibrium.
over two 30-year periods immediately following the accident and ovarlapping theTo do this, it is necessary to take
continuing exposures arising from the accident.
newborn population may be rade up of other than the first-generation of f spring ofinto account that generations actually overlap and that in any given time period the
exposed parents.

It is necessary to distinguish between internal exposures from radionuclides in theand
body (almost exclusively inhaled during the passage of the radioactive cloud) Internal exposure is limited

(mostly from contaminated ground) .
to the population alive at the time of the accidents the dose rate declines and the
external exposure

j External exposure af f ects both the population alive atpopulation ages with time. the dose rate declines with time,
the time of the accident and their descendants: Tne declining
but tie entire age range of the population is subject to exposure.
dose rate and, in the former case, the aging population require that doses be

h estimated for separate and consecutive time periods after the accident.
It is difficult to place the radiation-induced genetic effects into perspective byTherefore, for each exposure mode and
comparing them with the spontaneous ones.
period, the time dependence of the accident-related genetic effects is expressed for;

the first and second 30-year periods after the accident, roughly corresponding to
f the first and second generations.
,
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/'''\ The method used by the study was to estimate for each type of exposure the effects
, of exposures experienced during a limited period of time, estimated on a per rem

basis for the fraction of the population involved. When the cppropriate testis
doses are multiplied by the factors given in Tables VI 9-11 and VI 9-12 of section*

9.4 and the products are summed, the net genetic consequences of a particular accident
,

'

are obtained on a per million population basis.

I6.2 ssTIMATES OF INCREASES IN SINcLE-cENE DISORDERS (POINT MtfrATION)

An increase in background radiation will result in an increased rate of occurrence of
mutation. The amount of radiation that would produce as many additional mutations as
were already occurring spontaneously -- i.e., a doubling the mutation rate -- is
called the doubling dose.

Luning and Searle (1971) have estimated the doubling dose for point mutation in the
mouse to be about 100 rads for low-intensity exposures. By using the data from the
Oak Ridge specific-locus tests (UNSCEAR, 1972: Searle 1974), the study arrived at
an estimate of about 170 ram for the mouse. For.the human, UNSCEAR (1972) adopted
100 rads as the doubling dose, whereas the most recent studies of the Hiroshima and
Nagasaki populations suggest a doubling dose of not less than about 140 rads for,

the male, and not less than 1000 rads for the female, based on estimates of damage
resulting in death of offspring of irradiated parents (Neel et al., 1974). The BEIRlower limit of 20 rem appears to be much too conservative, and, for the induction
of autosomal dominant mutations, its upper limit of 200 ram could also be too low.
The study adopted the hopefully more realistic value of 100 rem as the doubling dose
for point mutations in humans, a value that is well within the BEIR range. The use
of one value gives single values rather than ranges in the tables presented in
section 9.4. The reader who prefers the wider range can reconvert by multiplying
the incidences by the factors 5.0 and 0.5. '

t

The doubling dose is used in the following manner to make estimates of genetic damace. IIf a hereditary disorder is maintained exclusively by recurrent mutation, then the
frequency of the mutant gene in the population will depend on the mutation rate. For

[ cutosomal dominants, it is assumed that there is an equilibrium between the occurrence
s cf new mutation and the elimination of old mutations from the population, so thatm

the incidence of the corresponding disease remains constant from generation to genera-
tion. When the mutation rate is altered, a new equilibrium incidence of the corre-
cponding trait is reached, and the increase in incidence is proportional to the
increase in mutation rate. Since the doubling dose is the dose sufficient to produce
en additional amount of mutation equal to that occurring spontaneously, a doubling
dose of 100 rem would mean that the exposure of each generation for a number of
generations to a given dose would increase the mutation rate by 1/100 per rems the
mutation rate would be increased to about 1.01 times its old value for a 1-rem
cxposure, and at equilibrium there would be a corresponding increase in the incidence
of autosomal dominant disorders. If the current incidence were 1.01, the effect of
1 ram in each generation would be to increase this incidence to about 1.014.

In the case of an increase in background radiation for any reason, the incidence of
mutations will rise to an equilibrium value at which the production of new mutations

-is equal to the elimination of old (preexisting) mutations I

In the case of a one-time dose of radiation, however, (e.g., a reactor accident), the
incidence of disorders would rise to a peak and then decline toward the original level,
so that a one-time dose would result in a probable specific number of cases. The
cetimate of the incidence is based on the expectation that only about 80% of all
mutant genes responsible for significant autosomal dominant disorders will be trans- '
citted to the next generation. An elimination rate of 20% would thus lead to an
increase from the old incidence of 1.04 to an incidence in the first generation after
exposure of 1.0024 In succeeding generations, the incidences would decline (1.0016,1.00128, etc.), finally returning to the preaccident incidence of 1.04. Any mutationthat is expressed i.1 the first or in the later generations will have been induced in
the germ cells of the exposed generation and will have been transmitted to the first i
gensration of descendants. Expression in later generations is dependent on the rate '
cf mutant-gene elimination.

I
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f genetic disorders are derived from a survey-1959), as interpreted by UNSCEARG :e figures for current incidence o
.

| appears
.? the Northern Ireland population . (Stevenson,The total incidence of autosomal dominant traits, approximately it,ditions as internal obstructive! .

to be too high, resulting from the inclusion of such conhydrocephaly, alopecia areata, and senile cataract, which collectively accounOn the other hand, the new British
t for 40111958).

;

Jof the incidence ascribed to autosomal dominants. estimates the total incidence of autosomal
''

-Calumbia survey (Trimble and Doughty, 1974)However, this list appears to have omissionsit appears that dominant
4

;
-dominant traits to be about C.14.(o.g., Huntington's chorea, polycystic renal-disease), and It seems likelyj
degenerative diseases appearing in adults have been underestimated.i t traits lies somewhere; '

-that the true value for the incidence of autosomal dom nan-I'
between these two estimates.2

EsTIMAtzs or ZwcasAsas In MULTIracTom!AL DISORDERS h impact of16.3j
tocause of the involvement of multiple loci, it la difficult to assess t ed s While there1

changing the mutation rate on the incidence of multifactorial disor er .is uncertainty as to the extent of the effect of increased mutation, there
is unanimity*

tion,

cf opinion that there is no simple relation of multifactorial disorders to muta
i'

h dose. The BEIR Report (1972)
.

|

and that increases would be less than proportional to t erecognized this uncertainty by asserting that the " mutational componentidered to be proportional to the mutation
(i.e., the"

!

| i d by the study in
. proportion of the Ancidence that could be consrate) might lie between 5 and 50%, and this uncertainty was reta ne

!

|.
r

ld be one-tenth of!- its estimate.
'This is equivalent to a rate of elimination such that.The BEIR estimate assumed that the first-generation expression wou eding

L the incidence due to radiation-induced mutation will decline by 10% in each succethat expected at equilibrium. pectations for eachj

generation, and this method was used to calculate the BEIR-type exAs with the autosomal dominant mutations, this assumes the
'

; I

aucceeding generation.
climination of mutant genes to be independent of frequency.

b

.

!

ESTIMATES or DIsomorts sTuot!NG FROM CNROMOSoMAL AstRRATIONsj

taneous abortion, which of tenI6.4j' Unrecognized human aborti,on is. The majority of chromosomal aberrations lead to spon i

occurs so early in a pregnancy as to be undetectable. difficult to quantify and even more dif ficult to assess fs ,n the standpo nt oa that the undetectable
i ft .

*+

However, there is no experimental evide than the
abortions induced by parental irradiation would be any more frequentsocietal impact.,

i of pregnancy.!

detectable abortions from the same cause occurring in the first tr mester
'

in experimental .!

manunals can be equated with undetectable and detectable abort onsIf the abortions occurring before and after implantation of the ovumi
in the human, thenj'

R 1972).J
there is experimental support for this opinion (see UNSCEA ,y: o iated with
Extensive studies of human abortuses show a large fraction to be ass cb l nced rearrangement
major abnormalities of the chromosomes, simple aneuploidy and un a aHowever, there is strong reason to believe that ins following high-

ibeing the two major categories.experimental mammals virtually all of the postimplantation abort oni arrived
dose irradiation of the father are due to chromosome damage, and the est mates
at by the-study are based on this premise.
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3''N The BEIR 1972 estimates of cytogenetic effects were used as the basis of calculations.
) It was recognized, as in the BEIR Report, that little of the effect seen in later,

]x/ generations will occur in the offspring of persons showing major effects in the
first generation. Most of the affected individuals will be infertile, so that ),

' chromosomal imbalance seen in later generations will arise from adjacent segregation )in the carriers of translocations, producing imbalance in the offspring. It was
assumed that the damage remaining to be expressed, either in future spontaneous
abortions or in viable individuals showing anomalies due to chromosomal imbalance,

1

! will decline by one-half in each succeeding generation. This assumption supposes '

that about one-half of all segregations give rise to gametos that are balanced.
,| 16.5 CALCULATED EFFECTS OF STECIFIC EXPOSURE REGIMES

'l
: Table VI I-1 presents estimated incidences of disorders due to radiation-induced
i genetic damage. For convenience to the reader, the table also includes the BEIR

Report data on which the Reactor Safety Study's estimates are based. For
convenience of the reader, the principal differences between the BEIR estimates!

[ and the present ones are as follows.
I
f The BEIR Report presented calculations based on 1 million live births. The present

study uses a population base of 1 million, with a distribution that correspondsi

i exactly in composition and characteristics to the present population of the United
i States. This corresponds to a live-birth rate of 14,000 per year, or 420,000 live

[ births per million persons per 30 years,

i The dose for which the BEIR figures were calculated was 5 rem. The present study
uses a reference d3se of 1 rem, and the BEIR estimates of effects a:e accordingly
divided by a factor of 5 for this reason.

'
The doubling-dose range considered in the BEIR Report for genetic change is 20 to
200 rem per individual, and the values are presented as ranges. In the present study
the doubling dose is taken to be 100 reb per individual, and the BEIR estimates of

'

effects are adjusted by multiplying the lower value (for 200 rem) by 2 or the higher
(''N value (for 20 rem) by 0.2.
\ ]'~' The values given in the BEIR Report for multifactorial disorders are based on a range

of 5 to 50% for the " mutational component." This uncertainty factor is retained in
the values used in the present study.

In calculating the effect of internal radiation, account must be taken of the fact
that only the population alive at the time of the accident would be exposed and
only their descendants would be affected by this dose. People born after the accident
would not receive any significant internal exposure. The distribution of live births
by fathers' age is presented in Fig. VI I-2. Table VI I-2 shows the division of each.' successive 30-year group of newborns among the successive generations. (Generation 1
is composed of those born after the accident to parents alive at the time of the
accident.)
The values in Table VI I-2 are listed in two groups, according to the period over
which the dose was accumulated. For internal dose, the periods used were the followings
year 0-1, year 1-10, e.d 10 year periods thereafter. For external dose, the periods
used were year 0-!, aar 1-30, and years 31-60. The dose rates used are those pertinent
to the midpoint of each period (except for year 0-1, which is conservatively calculated
for time 0).

The net effect of unit dose over all future generations would depend on the prebability
of transmission for each type of disorder. These transmission probabilities for each
type of disorder considered here are presented in Table VI I-3, together with the
corresponding effects, calculated for a 30-year period as though it were made up of
first generation offspring (the numbers in the eighth column of Table VI I-1) .

~-
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From Tables VI I-2 and VI I-3 the effect of unit dose for a given 30-year period isf'''} obtained from
'-~

E [a+ (1 - s)b + (1 - s) 2e , , ,} , (yz I.1)

where

a,'b, c, d (shown in the column headings in Table VI I-2) are the fractions of newborns
that are first, second, third, and fourth generation descendants of the exposedgenerationt E is the expected effect for a 30-year period, calculated as if it vere
made up exclusively of first-generation offspring s is the probability of elimination,
per generation (average rate of elimination); and (1 - s) is the probability oftransmission, per generation. For' example, the effect per rem on dominant disorders
during the first 30 years of 1 rem accumulated during year 0-1 is

E [a + (1-s)b]
8.4 [0.87 + (1 - 0.2) 0.124] = 8.15.

I7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Genetic damage induced in a parental generation will achieve its maximum expression;

in the immediate offspring of those parents, unless there is continuing exposure
over one or more additional generations. Damaged genes and chromosomes will be
transmitted to future generations, but the likelihood of transmission will be reduced
according to the nature and severity of the effect. Transmission requires survival
and reproduction, and adverse effects on these will reduce the transmission of genetic
material by affected persons. Some damage particularly chromosomal damage, is
eliminated rapidly, whereas other types ma; take many generations to be eliminated
from the population. Taking all kinds of damage into account, it would be perhaps
20 generations before the damage is reduced below the it level of the first generation.t

The projected increases have been made by using the BEIR (1972) estimates, and there
are reasons to-believe that these may have been too high. One such reason is the newI's\

British Columbia survey of the incidences of handicapping conditions, which indicates_ ( j) that the incidence of autosomal dominants is lower by a factor of 10 than had_

prsviously been believed (Trinble and Doughty, 1974). Another reason is the belief
of some that multifactorial traits may not be increased appreciably by changes in the
mutation rate. There is further reason to believe that the estimated increases inchromosomal dicorders may be far too high. These estimates have been made on the
assumption that, at low doses effects are proportional to the dose. While it is
true that any effect that is prcduced at very low doses must result from single-track
events, it is by no means clear that this component of chromosomal damage is large
enough to be significant, and it is possible that at low doses the induction of
chrcmosomal aberrations would be negligible.
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TABLE VI I-1 1:CMBER OF MATURALLY OCCURRING AND RADIATIO''-1NDUCED DISORTTBS, ACCORCING TO TifE BEIR ANALYSIS AND ACCORDING TO THE
PRESENT ANALYSIS

DEIR Report This Study

Mrrat
Incia nce fer

Effect c.f Ra21stica total Populatten
per 5 sem over of 1 million Effect of Radiatim per seg en Total,

, gg popolaties of 1 g lion (1s.000 Liveone Generation per (14.000 Live
Million Live Birthe Birthe per Yearp Birtt.e per Teat),g g g g,

Live first Fer Per f or First Sun for All
Type of Disorder Sirths Generation Equilibritan Year 30 Tears Tear 30 Years Generation Generatione

Single-gese disorderes

Aetesamel dominante 10.000 S& 500 250-2500 140 4200 0.20 8.4 S.4 42
'

E-Chr-- 11aked 400 0-15 10-100 6 170 0.01 0.25

. Aetosomal recessives 1500 very few 20 600 (4) (d) (j) (f)

a:>;,m , t.ri. di r.er. . 000 .- - .0. 0 - 1. .. .. 4.. 4 0. 4-.. . . .... 4

Y Bffects of chromosene aberrattenes

% congenital disordere from

Unbalanced rearrangenente 1000 60 75 15 4 30 0.17 5 5.4 4.4
Aneupteidy *II * '

4000 $ 5 60 1700 0.013 0.4

Spentanoose atertiene from:

Anempleidy and polypteady 35.000 SS 55 *00 15.000 0.15 5 i

30 g000 11 IS 1 30 40,000 0.05 1.3 , 34 42

Unbalanced rearrangemente 11,000 3M 450 150 45.000 1 30 .I

*' Doubling dose taken to be 20 to 200 ram.

Doubling dose taken to be 100 ram.

I*I
This method of retratation is an artifice that permite multiplying later by s fracties that shows the centzibution of the first generation to any
30-year produetten of newborne.

I#I 5eg111 hle in comparteen with the other effects.t

I*I
savtag the wrong asse er of chromoeunes, usually one entsa.

naving estre sete of chromosomes.

'&acklag one een chromoeose (Tarner's eyedrome).

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
---
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TABLE VI I-2 COMPOSITION OF 30-YEAR POPULATIONS OF NEWBOhNS*

* * Generationt
. Accumulation 30-year Post-
rf Exposure Accident Period 1( ' 2 3 4

30-Year Intervals (used to calculate ef fects of external dose)

0-1 year First 0.871 0.124
Second 0.062 0.674 0.259 0.002

1-30 years First 0.5 0.5

Second 0.431 0.544 0.021
e

31-40 years First -

Second 0.571 0.124
,

10-Year Intervals (used to calculate effects of internal dose)

0-1 year First 0.871 0.124
Second 0.062 0.674 0.259 0.002

1-10 years First 0.705 0.0 39
Second 0.062 0.594 0.141 -

11-20 years . First 0.372
Second 0.062 0.301 0.018

*1-30 years First 0.001
Second 0.062 0.054v)g

31-40 years First -

Second 0.024 0.002

41-50 years First -

Second 0.001

*The fractions assume the exposure behaves as if administered in a single,
low-intensity exposure, as follows:

1. For doses accuarulated over first year, as if at time sero.

2. For doses accumulated over 30 year periods, as if at year 15 or
at year 45.

3. For doses acctasulated over 10-year periods, as if at year 5,15,
25, 35, or 45.

t See Squation (VI I-1) .
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TRANSMISSION PROBABILITIES FOR THE VARIOUS TYPES OF DISORDEPS(a)'

TABLE VI I-3

Effect for a 30-Year
Period as Though It
were Made up Exclusively Probability of Elimination,
of First-Generation per Generation (s)

'

Disorder Individuals (E)
204

8.4
Dominant

10%0.84 to 8.4
Multifactorial 504'*I

5.4
Otrososomal aberrations

504(b)
,

*

36
spontaneous abortions

.

(a) For children of parents with balanced rearrangements.

(b) For conceptions by parents with balanced rearrangements.
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Appendix J

' i
L/

Evacuation

J1 INTRODUCTION

In this appendix, evacuation data published by the U.S. Environmental Protection
in the report Evacuation Risks - An Evaluation (Hans and Sell, 1974)Agency (EPA) Evacuationsare sta*.istically analyzed to investigate mass evacuation behaviors.

in three categories -- transportation accidents, hurricanes, and floods -- areIt isanalyzed individually and also jointly to determine general behaviors.
of interest that the evacuations described by EPA were carried out predominantly
by private vehicles.
The only events considered are those for which there is sufficient information
for statistical analysis. The nature of the analyses is such that this selec-
tion of data should not cause significant bias in the analysest however, the
analyses are to be interpreted within the framework of the data used.

Various medelsBoth random-variable and standard regression analyses are used.
are developed, depending on the amount of detail considered and the amount ofg

The models andI

a pricri information assumed to be known in prediction-making.
| techniques are discussed along with their accompanying results. Application of

the results to prediction and rink analysis is also described.

J2 BASIC EVACUATION DATA
EachTables VI J-1, VI J-2 and VI J-3 present the basic evacuation data used.I

entry represents an actual evacuacion and the pertinent data characterizing it,
. - (/"'N) the numbers for time and distance constituting a data point. The evacuaticns

The tables were compiled directly from'

span the period from 1959 through 1973.<'
the EPA data, originally obtained from surveys and personal questionnaires.

'

the other
. The event numbers in the tables are those assigned in the EPA report;By their very nature, the data are someshat'

headings are self-explanatory.
rough, being derived from personal recollections and general dascriptions.
Nonetheless, these data can give information on general trends and behaviors.

J3 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Twc important questions in the analysis of evacuation behavior are
The mean distarice that csn be traveled in a specified timei

1.

The effective time required to travel a specific distance,
: 2.

~ (d),t

The variables considered hexe are tne mean distance traveled by evacuaesthethe elapsed time from evacuation signal to the arrival of evacuees at
destination (t) and the effective speed (v), defined by

'

I (VI J-1)v=f.
inThe effective speed is lower than the vehicle speed because it includes,

" elapsed time," the ef fects of hesitation and delay.

J4 STATISTICAL TREATHENTS AND MODELS

This section presents a statietical analysis of five models under two general
the distance approach, where the distance d is treated as theapproaches : (1) the time approach, where the time period t is treatedrandom variable s and (2) Although the two approaches are theoretically related,as the random variable. SFncificthe statistical analysis of the data is performed somewhat differently.Jf''N

.( ) models for both approaches will be discussed.

.v
.
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'VJ4.1 J DISTANCE APPaoACN .,

J4.1.lkThe'MixAd'Model |
'

'In*a completely.randor model, e'.l the evacuation speeds vi in an evacuation .|*

: category are considered ac cos' ag from the .same statistical population. The' i

.cpeed is thus treated as beint entirely random, and any. dependencies on.the '

,

particular evacuation.are tre. .ed as being part of the random variation. The.
'. completely. random model is te ud the " mixed model" since the ' speeds .for
particular evacuations in .a category are effectively mixed together to deter-,

mine their combined probability distribution.:

Because..the speed is treated as b' eing random within' a category, the mixed
model is applicable'to predictions made.when little information is available

. 'about the evacuation to be carried out (e.g., the precise number of peopleo

to be. evacuated or the precise area). The model is also applicable to
cases where, even though one does have more information, the speed is notn
strongly correlated with the particular evacuation characteristics. Tne
validity of this latter application will be examined in subsequent models. ;

;

~ Because of its . basic statistical properties, a log-normal distribution is .
I

postulated as adequately-describing tho' variation in. speed. Figures VI J-l
through VI J-4 are the log-normal probability plots of the speeds vi for the

. 'four_different categories. The straight' lines are fitted to the points by-'

the maximum-likelihood method. If the speed follows a log-normal distribu-
, tion,-the points should generally lie about the lines. A reasonably linear
behavior is observed. A Lilliefors test on-the fit of the points does not
reject the log-normal distribution, with significance levels ranging from'

: about 25 to 50%.
a

With the 1cq normals identified, the distributions plotted in Figures VI J-l
through VI J- 4 can be used in various applications, in standard probability

- . plot fashion. The straight lines ~in the figures give the ' speed percentiles.
.

-As an example of the use of the figures, consider a transportation accident.*

The question concerns'the distance that the-evacuees can travel within a .

.

'4-hour svacuation time period. From Figure VI J-1, the median (50th percentile)
I. -rpeed is approximately 1.2 aph, and hence the median distance that can be

-traveled in 4 hours is 1.2 x 4 = 4.8 miles. If the: tenth percentile speed ic
essociated with the minimum'(conservative) speed that can be assumed (there is
a 90% pisbability that-tLe' speed will be greater),'then the minimum'(conservative),

4, distance that can be assumed is 0.15 x 4 = 0.6 miles. By ucing the median dis-
:

~|=
tance of 4.8. miles or the conservative distance of 0.6 mile it is possibis to
make decisions on such topics'as imposed risks, planning, and roads to use.

~The maximum-likelihood calculations that are performed for the probability
plots also yield the parameter values that define the. speed distribution.i'

The log-normal distribution has a probability density funtaion given by
; .

exp \ II" ' ~ kII (VI J-2)g(y) ,.
Sr o y 2o2 . ,

.
s

(. where v' is a particular speed value .and y and o are the log-normal parresters.

Table VI J-4 gives the parameter values and characteristic speeds for the four
i

;
. categories as determined by fitting by the maximum-likelihood method. !.,

.-
For general evacuation behaviors, a number of cbservatiens can be made from _

i
Table VI-J-4 and Figs.~VI J-l through VI'J-4 Thus, it is found that evacua-'

The most probable speed is about 0.1 mph fortion speeds are quite low.'

tra1sportation'and flood evacuations and about 0.6 aph for hurricane evacuations.
!.

;
,

~
, I

i'

I J-2

i,

*
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O The mean evacuation speeds in Table VI J-4, though still low, are significantly
higher than the most probable speeds, being on the order of 2, 5, and 14 mph for
flood, transportation, and hurricane evacuations, respectively.
The skewness of the log-normal distributions implies a large variacility in
attainable evacuation speeds. The large variability is perhaps best seenThe 90% ranges for
in the 90% ranges obtained from the probability plots.The ratio of maximum to minimumeach category are also stated in Table VI J-4.
speed in these ranges is about 100 to 200.
Because of the differences among categories, care must be ,taken in using the

The combined-category distribution can be used only if gross ,

combined results.
results are desired. If more accurate results are of interest, then the category
should be identified, or the relative probability of a given category of evacua-i

tion occurring should be determined and the individual distributions combined|

according to these relative probabilities,
one additional analysis that was perforned on the mixed model should be mentioned.the variance of v was made to be inverselyi To attempt to obtain a better fit,
proportional to the number of evacuees, which would be applicable if the indivi-There was no significant

!' dual evacuee movements were independent of one another.in fact, there was some lack of fit (i . 'e . , lower
~

improvement in the model fittthus indicating that the evacuees moved as a cass insteadsignificance levels),'
of as independent individuals. -

i

,

J4.1.2 The Correlated Model

The mixed model used no detailed a priori information about the evacuation.
A better prediction of the speed can sometimes be obtained if the evacuation .

.

can be characterized by additional parameters correlated with the evacuation J
if the speed of evacuation is related to the number ofspeed. For example,O evacuees, then using this information will yield better speed predictions.

For no correlations to be found is also an important result since it implies
that within the model framewo-k the process can be viewed as being random and
having few and small dependencies. The_ model that considers possible correlations
is termed the " correlated model.'

the speed v isIn the correlated model of a particular evacuation category,
treated not as entirely random but as having possible dependencies on certain

The parameters that are most easily identified and most likelyparameters.to be known a priori are the number of evacuees N and the evacuated area A.
Since time is also a parameter, A, N, and t are considered to be the three; ,

parameters that identify an evacuation.~

A log-normal regression approach is used since it is straightforward and yet ofWithin the log-normal framework, the general equationsufficient generality. isfor v, incorporating possible relationships with A, N, and t,
0# (VI J-3)v = 4 A*N t n ,

and 6 are coefficients and n is a log-normal noise variable.where a, B,y,

(VI J-3) is ofOther general forms could be postulated for vs however, Equation
a standard loc,-normal regression form and incorporates a spectrum of possible!

i relationships.
'

6, o, and 6, standard regression analyses are .

To determine the values of a,'

performed. Taking the natural logarithms of Equation (VI J-3) gives
;

(VI J-4)in v = In 6 + a in A + 8 In N + o in t + In n,

o .
.

-
.

, J-3
;

! | n.

\
~

i
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'~''For the regression calculations, for each point in an evacuation category,
logarithms were thus taken of the speed vi = (d /ti), the area A , the numberi icf evacuees Ni, and the time ti (columns 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Tables VI J-1,
VI J-2, and VI J-3) .

The set of values was used as input to a standard multiple-regression program,
DCRT Mathematical and Statistical Program Package of the National Institutes
cf Health.

No significant correlation of the speed with any of the parameters A, N, and t
w:s found for any evacuation category. For example, the values of the F-statistic
were not significant at the 10% level. The coefficients e,8, and o can there-
f;re be taken to be zero and the correlated model is equivalent to the mixed
model.

This result may be due, at least partly, to the character of the data analyzed.
The recorded evacuation times varied only over a small range, so that data
crrors could mask some correlation and any long-range effects could be hidden.
J4.1.3 The Weiner, or Brownian, Model

The Weiner, or Brownian, model is sometimes applied to descriptions of mass
transport and of drifting phenomena (e.g. , molecular movement and instrument
driftings). In the Weiner model, the evacuation is taken to resemble Brownian
motien with a net forward movement (away from the evacuated area).

Even through it has been successfully applied to a class of problems and has
some intuitive basis, the Weiner model makes the strong assumptions that
distances traveled in successive intervals of time are independent of one
another and follow a normal distribution. These assumptions are not true for
he evacuation process, since the speed of an evacuee at one time is correlated
o his speed at another time and the distance behavior is log-normal, not normal.
ecause of the limiting assumptions, the Weiner model was not as good a descrip-

tion of the evacuation data as the mixed model. Because of its inadequacies,
the Weiner model will not be developed: however, a brief outline of its results,

End the basis for the decision that it was inadequate are presented below.1s

The results of the Weiner model gave roughly the same behavior as the mixed model.
The mean speeds for transportation, hurricanes, floods, and the general category
wsre 2.62, 8. 91, 1. 44, and 4.18 mph , respectively. Even though the behaviors
were roughly similar, when predictions were compared with observed values, tha
r;siduals of the Weiner model (observed minus predicted) were generally larger
cnd showed greater lack of fit than did the mixed model. Similarly, the
Lilliefors test showed poorer fitting properties. Furthermore, the Weiner
residuals showed systematic errors; for example, large values were generally
underestimated and small values were generally overestimated.

Besides being applied to the mean distance, the Weiner model can also be applied
to the distances traveled by individual evacuees. Here again the Weiner model proved
to be inadequate with regard to its prediction capability (larger residuals and
cystematic error) . As a final point, correlations can be incorporated into
cither of the Weiner model applications by allowing the speed to be a function of
the evacuation parameters, such as A and N. Regression analysis gave no signifi-
cant improvement in the models,

a

J4.2 TIME: APPROACH

J4.2.1 The Mixed Model

The distributions obtained for thm distance approach are directly applicable to
the time approach. They can be used in the analysis and prediction of times,
with attention to the proper transformation of parameters. They can also be
used in decision investigati27s and risk analyses,

or eve opment o the Weiner model,
cee, for example, Parzen (1967).
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J4.2.2 The Correlated Model 5
This section describes investigations of possible dependencies, again using tfAs before, one considers correlation of the evacuation
speed with the parameters A and N, where A is the evacuated area and N is the
regression approach.

The distance d is now included as the third parameter.
number of evacuees.
The log-normal formula for v, incorporating possible relationsnips to A, N, and
d, is (VI J-5)8v = 6A"N d'n,

8, o, and 4 are coefficients and n is a noise variable.where a,

Taking the natural logarithms of Equation (VI J-5) gives
(VI J-6)

in v = In 6+ o in A + 6 inn += In d + in n,
The values for each evacuation werewhien is the standard regression equation.

taken as input to the regression computer program as before.
in general only the distance significantly

The regression analyses showed thatThe evacuation parameters A and N had minor
| affected the evacuation speed.

or negligible effects compared to the distance effect.1
f Table VI J-5 gives the results of the regression analysis "or Equation (VI J-Si

with a and s equal to zero.,

.nce bounds of the
Table VI J-5 gives the regression estimates and the 90a the standard errorThe quantity a given for each categoir .h

of estimate, which may be used as an estimate of the standard deviation for in vparameters 6 and c.
in determining confidence bounds for predicted speeds.'^g

)
Thus the 904 confidence limita are obtained by multiplying ~the best estimate of(Instead of the normal value 1.64, actual

by e-1 64s and e+1.64s.
t-values can also be used, where the decree of freedom is N - 2, N being thespeed, v = 6dC,
number of data points (Tables VI J-1, VI J-2, and VI J-3) ..

for all evacuation categories the correlation of speed
all the regressions were significant at 99.9%Table VI J-5 shows that

with distance is quite pronounced:Since a is close to unity, the evacuation speed is(0.1% rejection level) .
approximately directly proportional to the distance.
Because the coefficients a and 8 are not sienificantly different for the variousthe

evacuation categories (e.g., the corresponding confidence bounds ove. lap), general relationship, in which all evacuations are combined, can be usefullyFigure VI J-5 is a plot ofg

applied as giving a general evacuation behavior.The straight line in the figur'.' speed versus distance for all the evacuations.
is the regression best fit for all the data points in Table VI J-1, VI J-2,As observed, all the evacuations lie fairly well along the regres-|

'

Statistical tests on the regressions showed that noThis result' and VI J-3.
loss of fit resulted from combining all the evacuations.2sion best-fit lines. imilar for

would be expected from Table VI J-5 since the coefficients 6 and o are ssignificant
Thus,

different evacuation categories and their confidence intervals overlap.the general relationship can be usefully applied to predicting evacuation behav o .
ir

i n t-values for
3For transportation and flood evacuations, the regress oFor hurricane evacuations the area
,a and a ranged from 0.4 to 1.3. coefficient a was barely significant at the 5% individual t level.

The

(negative) was only 15% of the value of the distance
Since the hurricane evacuation area and distances areStandard

area cesfficient
comparable in value, the area effect was treated as being minor.gave equivalentcoefficient.

(residual sums with and without A and N)regression F tests
results. f[ For example, the F-statistic formed from the individual residual sums osum o' squares was not significant'\ >' 2

squares and the combined (general case)
at the 10% level.
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L ~ Ja VI J-5 illustrates the strong apparent dependency of speed on distance.
In this respect, the time-approach correlated model dif fers f rom the distance- |
cppr:cch correlated model, in which little dependency was observed. Since v
is tha effective evacuation speed, the initial delay and confusion become less
important as distance increases and a greater portion of the' evacuation time is
cpent in actual travel. With increasing distance the effective speed thus
(pprs ches the actual travel speed and the effective speed increases as distance
incretses, in agreement with Fig. VI J-5.

Even though a strong dependency is shown and has a certain physical rationale,
c ra cust be taken in interpreting and using the results, as in any regression
analycis. The evacuation distance has been treated as a parareter that
chcrceterizes the evacuation, and the recorded distances are thus treated as
h ving negligible data errors. Since the range of distance data points is
lcrga, reasonable errors in the recorded distances (say 10%) should not
cignificantly affect the regression results; however, larger errors can influence
th] r:sults.

.

.,

Th3 discussion of the regression-analysis limitations can be summarized by saying
thtt the regression resu;ts must be interpreted within the framework of the data
cnd the definitions of speed and distance. Within this framework, the dependency
of cpeed on evacuation distance is quit pronounced, with the best-estimate
gensrcl formula given by v = 0.283do.91 Moreover, the general relationship is,

rpplicable to the various evacuation categories, and further analyses have shown
little dependency on any other additional evacuation characteristic. I

In cnding this section, the possible uses of the speed formula in prediction
modeling should again be mentioned. If the distance associated with an evacua-
tien is known with reasonable accuracy, then this distance can be substituted
into the particular evacuation type formula or into the general fc mula v = 0.283d *9140

to yiold the best estimate of the evacuation speed. The best estimate of the time

r^*iredforgheevacuationisthent=d/v. (Alternatively, by direct substitution,
l.53do.08 for the general formula). Confidence bounds on v obtained from the(

im,mension results can be used to determine the confidence bounds on the predicted
time period t (an upper bound on t, for example, will be obtained by using the
lower bound on v) .

In comparison to the mixed Ladel, the regression estimates will in general have
c:rlls: variability and smaller uncertainty because knowledge of the evacuation
dictence is now utilized- The regression estimates are, however, dependent on ,

knowlcdge of the distance. If . the distance is not accurately known, then several
poacible distance values can be used to determine the spreads and sensitivities,
cr alternatively the mixed model can be used.2 The speed and time predictions, 4

howevar obtained, can then be utilized in investigating decision alternatives
and in calculating evacuation risks. '

J5 CONCLUSIONS

In th] , distance approach, because of little correlation, the mixed model and the
corralated model were found to be equivalent. In both models the distribution of
ef f:ctive speeds is log normal.

In tha time approach, the log-normal distributions of the distance approach were
f1und to be applicable to the mixed model. In the correlatsd model, a significant
corr lation was found to exist between evacuation speed and distance. It was
detarmined that a general regression formula,

v = 0.283d .914o

io cpplicable to the evacuations of any type and any characteristic.

'In Lddition to the parameters A and N, the other parameters in Tables
VI J-1, VI J-2, and VI J-3 (weather, day, etc.) had generally negligible
cr minor effects on the speed. These ef fects were investigated using the

dard residual sum-of-squares F-test.

use of the log-normal transformation, the regression best estimates
rrcspond to the median values of the mixed todel.
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TABI.E VI J-1 BASIC EVACUATION DATA - TRANSPORTATION

e
~e

i n2 s e, .

I : : :8 g ! : =r
-

.

i ---
i : : e 8 !

- -j y 2: -- w ,- : s r. a s j3:- a -m . : : ,. i. : *I "I :

h"E
! 3

. .

3i j 3 0
- a

s p :4-
:: a: r, - ,

4 I ca #* da 35 36 25 I I i: A a
: ie e

*

12 Downington, Suburban 0.25 700 of 1.0 2.0 3200 Dry Cloudy Night PU Private vehicles !

.

PA: 2/5/73 800 s
6

16 Crewe coeur, Rural 15 7,500 42 1.0 500 Dry Fog Night Pu Private vehiclesMDs 8/1/61 residentials S
suburbans i
urban

'

18 Chadbourne, suburban 0.5 350 1.0 5.0 700 Dry Cloudy Dusk NP Private vehiclesNCs 1/13/68
8 Night

!33 Wetanka, OK Rural 3 2,000 25 8 667 Dry cloudy Day PU Private vehicles
-

4/4/69 residential 5

34 Inuisville, Urban 0.35 4,000 1 3 11,400 Wet Rain Day Pu Private vehiclessg KYs 3/19/72
O

F chlorine barges 4

no chlortne release
35 Urbana, ONs suburban 3.1 4,000 0.75 3.5 1,300 Dry C. _a r Dawn N.D. Privatv vehicles8/13/63

s

36 8aton Rouge, Urban 8 150,000 30 2.0 19,000 Dry Clear Day PU Private vahaclesLas 8/65
U, EU chlorine berges

no chlorine release
38 teargan City, Urban 1.8 3,000 of 2 4 1,800 Ice snow Day PU Private vehiclassLAs 1/19/73 3,300 U chlorine barges

no chlorine release
39 Texarkana, Suburban 9.0 5,000 3 4 550 Dry clear Night WP Private vehiclesTXs 8/27/67 U

44 Glendora. Rural 1,200 35,000 20 4 29 Dry Cloudy Night P Private vehiclesmss 9/11/69 farming
S

rural
residential
suburban
urban

Key: U - urban road

3 - suburban roads
R - rural roads

EU - express way (unlimited access):
EI. - express way (limited accese).

Reys P - plan available (not used):
PU*- plan used
MP - no plan

N.D. - no data

7-
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v
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TABLE VI J-2 BASIC EVACUATION DATA - HURRICANES

7-

1 . -

2 tt s e. .
3 : : 1= ~

3" 1 ! ! : 8" I g
.

*

- -2 : _ :- -
- 8 88. 8 a j- E ,, !=j 2 e- : : 3

os s :- - . .
1,

a eo

d i : I
- : - .:j: on

aa :- x:g : :-- e
E I- zE E EO EE E E E E Iu

19 Port Aransas, Urban 1.3 2,800 of 50 2.0 3,100 Dry Cloudy Day PU Private vehicles

TZs 9/61 4,000 R

20 Robastown, Urban 0.08 450 3.5 1.5 5,600 Wet Rain Dusk PU Supplied Vehicles
TI, 7/3/70 R

22 Chasbers Co. Rural 336 10.000 of 50 7.5 30 Wet Rain Day PU Private vehicles

Tx 8/3/71 farming 10,200 UR Gale Night
j

30a Port Arthur, Hospital N.D. 80 20 4 N.D. Dry Clear Day PU Hospital evacuation

TX: 9/3/61 R of ambulatory pa-
tients by private
vehicles

30b Port Arthur, Hospital N.D. 20 20 , 4 N.D. Dry Clear Day PU Hospital evacuation

TXs 9/3/61 P of non-ambulatory pa-
tients by ambulances

.g
~

Jefferson suburban 945 108,600 of 80 7.5 120 Dry Clear Day PJ Private vehiclass
a. Co., TX: urban: 113.600 5 predominantly laroe-

9/3/61 industrial scale urban evacua-
tion

37 St. Mary Rural 1, 0 36 40,500 of 150 8 43 N.D. N.D. N.D. PU Private vehicles

Parish. residential 45,000 U
1Ap 9/64 urban

41 Grand Isle, Rural 1.8 2,7n0 of 70 3.5 1,300 Wet Rain Day NP Private vehicles

IAs 9/3/61 residentials 2, 300 R Dusk

|. industrial

43 seabrook Suburban 4.5 208 0.6 - 4 46 N.A. Rain Day PU Soat evacuation
Island, Dusk
sCs 1/19/59 Night

47 Lafourche Rural 100 23,000 o f

Parish, LA farming 37,000 50 9 370 Wet Rain Night PU Private vehicles
9/11/61 R

49 Biloxi, M8s Urban 7.7 15,000 of 5 5 2600 Dry Clear Dawn PU Private vehicles

9/11/61 20,000 $ Dusk

Key: U = urban roads
3 - seurban roads
R - rural road

EU - espress way funlimited access):
EL - espress way (limited access).

(b)
Key: P - plan available (not used):

PU - plan useds,,

/ } NP - no plans
! N.D. - no datas'N,,-) N.A. - not applicable.

J-9.
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TABLE VI J-3 BASIC EVACUATION DATA - FLOODS,

\ ?.
, - : 2
3 i :1 a .

-

a I a : : r- : s3 : : : a g- 3 e

;i s2 :-e - -. o:: si a 11 8 1c
I a= .t! as :- 1 : x :

- p
!: s1]

-' -

!-

e !.:e . -,
a , 8er : 2 :3 a. :u u <- nu o~ u- -

I3 e u
6a Femdale, Rural 30 60 10 4.0 6.7 Wet Rain Day PU Private vehiclass -WAs 1/8/71 farmings R Dusk Indian Reservation

f.fishing

6b Ferndale. 30 140 8.0 * 4.0 6.7 Wet Rain Day PU Supplied vehicles
*

WAs 1/8/71
R Dusk

6e Ferndale, 10 25 1.0 4.0 6.7 N.A. Rain Day PU Boat evacuation -
*

WA 1/8/71
Dusk

7 Chehalis Rural 8.0 38 25 2 N.D. Wet Rain . Night Pu Private vehicles
t

Indian farming aReservation.
WAs 12'22/72

9 Port Angeles Surburban 1.0 100 0.5 2 M.D. Wet Rain Night P Private vehiclesWA 6/16/61 0
17 Wilkes marre. Urban 5.0 75.000 of 1.0 5.0 15,600 Wet Rain Dawn PU Hospitals andpas 6/23/72 78,000 U Day jail evacuated

21 Payson, A2s Rural 20 160 1.0 12 8 Wet Rain Day PU Private vehicles9/70 residentials R
recreation

23 Isleton, CA: Suburban 11 1,200 40 11 109 Dry Clear Day NP Private vehicles6/21/75
EU

27a Glenn A., Rural 20 30 6 4.0 N.D. N.A. Rain Day N.D. HelicopterCA: 2/73 farming
Night evacuation
Dawn
Dusk

28 King Cb. Rural 20 500 of 10 18 26 Wet Rain Day PU Private vehiclesWAs 3/Sa farming 512 R Dusk
Night !45b Anders'n, Suburban 0.09 150 0.75 2 1,700 Wet Rain Night MP Supplied Vehic1As

o
SCs 7/9/68

U

53a Florence Co., Rural
SCs 2/3/73 residential 6 90 6 8 15 Wet Clear Night PU Private vehicles

R
e

'

Key: U - urban roada

8 - euburban road j
R - rural roads '

EU - espress way (unlielted access): |

EL - espress way (limited access). l

' |lKey P - plan available (not used)s
PU - plan used:
NP - no plans

n. N.D. - no datas
N.A. - not applicable.
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OTABLEVIJ-4
IDG-!ORMPL PARAMET. ERS Ato CHARACTERISTIC EEErTIVE EVNIATICN SPE2DS

*Effective Evaluation soeed (mph)

Category u O Modal Mean 5ths 95th%

Transportation 0.202 1.64 0.08 4.7 0.10 20

Hurricanes 1.57 1.50 0.64 13.8 0.45 $5

Floods -0.241 1.44 0.09 2.3 0.06 9

Combined 0.498 1.68 0.10 6.7 0.10 30

I"IThe 5th and 95th percentiles are approximate values, taken from Figs. VI J-l
through VI J-4.

'mam VI J-5 REERESSION RE:SUL'IS IUR '[HE EQtRTION v = 6d8

6 0

f'
90% 90%

Confidence Confidence -

! Regression Bounds Regression Bounds
I Cateoory Estimate lower Upoer Estimate tower Upper 5t
! (, ') Transportation 0.30 0.18, 0.50 1.02 0.77, 1.28 0.62
l \.d

Hurricanes 0.41 0.22, 0.77 0.81 0.63, 1.00 0.52

| Floods 0.23 0.14, 0.39 0.89 0.62, 1.15 0.72

Combined 0.28 0.21, 0.38 0.91 0.80, 1.03 0.63

i
f

(a)The standard error of estimate.
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